
 Software Category: AUDIO APPLICATIONS

 CD PLAYERS

 CD Wizzard, Version 4.35
Author: BFM Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: CD Wizzard CD Audio Player for Windows has all the functions of a 

home CD player plus many, many more! It saves the disc and tracks names in 
its database.    CD Wizzard has a full 3D look that is totally customizable. In icon 
mode, the icon is updated with the disc and track time. Fully integrates into the 
shell and places an icon on the tray. Now includes printing and has an import 
function to import disc data from other programs. Now includes the ability to 
download track and disc names from the Internet. Also includes a full spectrum 
analyzer that really works.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\CDPlay\Wizz32

 CD Wizzard, Version 3.12
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: CD Wizzard CD Audio Player for Windows has all the functions of a 

home CD player plus many, many more! It saves the disc and tracks names in 
its database.    CD Wizzard has a full 3D look that is totally customizable. In icon 
mode, the icon is updated with the disc and track time.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\CDPlay\Wizz16

 CD/Spectrum Pro, Version 3.3.331
Author: Synthesoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.synthesoft.com/
Description: A 32-bit shareware CD-audio player with graphical spectrum analyzer 

for Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0. CD/Spectrum Pro has several independent
parts: The CD-Audio player, the Mixer, the visuals window, and the spectrum 
analyzer. The CD-Audio player has almost every feature you can find on any 
software CD player--programmed mode, intro mode, optional taskbar icon 
operation,auto-play, auto-exit, auto-eject, artist/track/title database, etc. It also 
recognizes CDP files which can save you from typing in all the track/title 
information for your CDs. It also can communicate with the CDDB servers on 
the Internet to download CD information. The mixer allows you to control the 
recording volume, output volume, etc. through standard Windows mixer 
interfaces. The spectrum analyzer graphically depicts the frequency spectra of 
the CD music in real time. You may use any of the components without effect 
on the others. In other words, if you don't like the CD player, you can close it 
and use only the spectrum analyzer, or the other way around.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\CDPlay\CDSpec



 DiscPlay, Version 4.0.4
Author: Obvion Systems, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.obvion.com/discplay/index.html
Description: With Web browser integration, CDDB Internet database support, HTML 

document generation, collection printing with visual template editor, and easy 
collection management and statistical features, DiscPlay is clearly the best 
shareware audio CD player utility available!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\CDPlay\DiscPlay

 GENERAL

 Clip & Talk, Version 2.0
Author: PC WholeWare
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.pcww.com/index.html
Description: Adds speech abilities to existing Windows applications, such as word 

processors, spreadsheet programs, e-mail readers, Web browsers, etc.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\General\ClipTalk

 Environs, Version 2.2
Author: Know-It Software Products
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://know-it.com/
Description: Use Environs to create dynamic life-like audio environments. By 

choosing and mixing numerous background sounds and assorted random 
sounds, you create a complete audio atmosphere. With Environs, you select 
from 23 different background sounds as underlying base for your audio theme. 
Select up to three at a time to be mixed together. Next, select over 30 different 
sounds to add randomly to your background. For each sound, decide if you 
want it to happen frequently, occassionally, rarely, or never. Adjust the volume 
of both background sounds and the event sounds as you prefer, without 
affecting your basic computer settings. Nearly unlimited combinations can be 
created as you design your own audio world. Once you have it just the way you 
like it, you can save the settings as an 'Environs Scenario' for easy recall later. 
Create as many scenarios as you want.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\General\Environs

 WinSpeech, Version 3.0N
Author: PC WholeWare
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.pcww.com/index.html
Description: Reads ASCII text and produces speech on your sound card.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\General\Speech



 MIDI PLAYERS

 MIDI MusicBox, Version 1.0
Author: Arcadia Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mrdo.com/arcadia/
Description: MIDI MusicBox plays lists of MIDI and WAV files in the background as 

you operate other applications in Windows 95 and NT. Song lists can be created 
with a file scan tool, edited using cut and paste, and saved to disk. The Resume
at Startup option can be used to resume music when Windows starts up. Sound 
hardware required.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\MIDI\Music

 WAV PLAYERS

 AudioSampler, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Like the Video Launch Pad program, but for your WAV audio files. Your 

ten favorite clips in pushbutton memory, quickly browse or search through all 
files in a directory. A must-have utility for your sound collection.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\WAV\AudioSam

 Maplay 1.2+ (486 version), Version 1.90
Author: Jeffrey C. Tsay
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ctsay/mp2win32.html
Description: Maplay 1.2+ for Win32 is a program which decodes MPEG Audio Layer 

I, II and III files, as well as regular WAV files. This version is optimized for 80486 
systems.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\WAV\Maplay4

 Maplay 1.2+ (Pentium version), Version 1.90
Author: Jeffrey C. Tsay
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~ctsay/mp2win32.html
Description: Maplay 1.2+ for Win32 is a program which decodes MPEG Audio Layer 

I, II and III files, as well as regular WAV files. This version is optimized for 
Pentium systems.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\WAV\MaplayP



 Tsunami
Author: WinDine Software Company
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.windine.com/
Description: Tsunami is a utility to play your wav files (sounds) at set or random 

times. The program runs as an icon on the taskbar. A mute feature is included 
to kill the sound when you've had enough. Through a single screen, you can 
change all of Tsunami's settings, as well as connect to a variety of cool wav 
sites on the 'Net.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Audio\WAV\Tsunami



 Software Category: COMMUNICATIONS

 DIAGNOSTICS

 ICE.NFS, Version 1.5.2
Author: J. River, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: ICE.NFS is a standards based NFS and provides a virtual drive in 

Windows 95 for access to data on a UNIX host. Users mount the UNIX drive as if
it were any other network server attached via Windows Explorer. Installation 
and changes are made easy with a Windows 95 Wizard. The user picks a host to
mount (host name automatically matched with an IP Address by ICE.NFS) and is
prompted for a password (if required). The user then is set up to mount the host
drive permanently or as needed. The new mounted drive is like any other 
Windows 95 drive and files on the UNIX Host may be easily opened, transferred,
copied, and attached.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Diagnose\ICENFS

 ICE.Off.Site, Version 2.2
Author: J. River, Inc.
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: ICE.Off.Site provides a modem connection from a remote site between 

a PC and UNIX system. It incorporates an auto-dialer and phone list.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Diagnose\ICEOff

 ICE.TCP, Version 4.3.1
Author: J. River, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: ICE.TCP connects Windows PCs to one or more UNIX systems via 

Ethernet or Token Ring network hardware. Includes terminal emulation, file 
transfer, and network printing. This is a two-user demo. It requires the use of 
sequence numbers 1 and/or 2.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Diagnose\ICETCP

 ICE.TEN, Version 4.2
Author: J. River, Inc.
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: ICE.TEN is the serial version of ICE. Using serial lines to connect PCs to 

UNIX, it supports baud rates up to 115,200. ICE.TEN provides complete terminal
emulation yet requires little memory. ICE.TEN (the full product) includes DOS, 
Windows 3.x, and Windows 95 versions of terminal emulation, file transfer, 



printing, and setup programs.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Diagnose\ICETEN

 FAX PROGRAMS

 FancyFax
Author: Bardon Data Systems
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bardon.com/
Description: FancyFax lets you create and print personalized fax cover sheets, 

customized for each fax you send. They can have the usual To, From, memo 
message, date, and number of pages. And you can store all your To and From 
listings in its built-in database. Just type in a memo message and print the new 
cover sheet. FancyFax cover sheets can also include any bitmap picture. 
FancyFax includes starter clip-art well suited to fax cover sheets. Or you can use
any Windows bitmap, even color bitmaps. Use a distinctive corporate logo, or 
any other bitmap image. Choose your favorite layout style, and pick individual 
fonts for the FancyFax sections. If you have a faxmodem installed, you can even
use FancyFax to fax a quick message. Instead of clicking the Print button, click 
the Fax button. Your FancyFax cover sheet will be sent as a one-page fax. It's a 
handy way to send an "instant" message.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Fax\Fancy

 PHONE DIALERS

 Dialer Pro, Version 1.5
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The easiest way to dial your phone using your modem. Small and 

convenient, takes about 15 seconds to learn to use. Type in your names and 
double-click to dial. Sort, edit, move, and minimize to small icon when not 
needed. Very fast.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Dialer\DialPro

 PrimaSoft Dialer, Version 1.4
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A fast and small utility that dials phone numbers for you. This program 

will save you time by giving you quick access to your phone directory and by 
dialing for you. It will also redial automatically when the line is busy. Dialer can 
save you money by allowing you to monitor the time and calculating the cost of
the current phone call. This version installs itself in the Icon Tray for easy 
access.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Dialer\PSDial



 U-Net Phone Book, Version 2.08
Author: Sierra Gold Marketing
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.farnow.com/
Description: An easy-to-use address phone book, dialer interface, and URL link 

processor for Windows 95. Find a person, company, or any word on any page. 
With the click of a button, you can dial a call, link to a Web site, send a fax, or 
send e-mail. Keep track of calls made with dial log. Search the log by caller, 
date, company name or any key words you choose.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Comm\Dialer\Unet



 Software Category: DATABASE

 BUSINESS

 Customer Tracking Database
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: Program to track customers. Program dynamically names the customer

database so you can automatically attach it to your network and let others see 
and edit your data. Prints Avery 6150 labels and has a copy to Clipboard feature
to be used with other mailing label programs or to pass customer names and 
addresses directly into your Windows-based word processor.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\Customer

 Hardware Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your 

computer hardware. All your information about computer hardware can now be 
stored at one place and easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\Hardware

 Inventory Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you keep track of your 

home or business inventory. All your information about appliances, tools, 
furniture, office equipment, etc. can now be stored at one place and easily 
retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\InvOrg

 SmartTracker Inventory, Version 3.2a
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Track, organize and catalog your home and office possessions. Search 

and sort four levels deep, search and replace, import, export, user-definable 
reports, select colors and fonts, maintain multiple databases, and much more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\STInv



 Software Inventory 97 Enterprise Edition
Author: DMR Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.safelink.net/danrose/sw.html
Description: A complete software record-keeping system designed for corporate 

businesses managing software on multiple platforms, systems, and sites. 
Features year-2000 compliancy, seven Paradox® databases--detail, install, 
user, vendor, purchase, profile, and booking. Also features a multiple-window 
environment, multiple database sort options, powerful database search 
engines, track software for any platform and hardware, use the built-in group 
and category definitions, or define your own, export copies of databases for 
backup or data exchange (registered version only), database purge, 81 report 
options (registered version--35 in the evaluation version), print preview, a 
moveable, hideable toolbar, point-and-click ease of use, and complete, 
illustrated online help.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\SI97EE

 Software Inventory 97 Professional Edition
Author: DMR Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.safelink.net/danrose/sw.html
Description: A professional software record keeping system designed for business or

personal use. Features year-2000 compliancy and three Paradox® databases--
detail, vendor, and purchase. Also features a multiple-window environment, 
multiple database sort options, powerful database search engines, use the 
built-in group and category definitions, or define your own, export copies of 
databases for backup or data exchange (registered version only), database 
purge, 30 report options (registered version--13 in the evaluation version), print
preview, a moveable, hideable toolbar, point-and-click ease of use, and 
complete, illustrated online help.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\SI97PE

 Software Inventory 97 Standard Edition
Author: DMR Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.safelink.net/danrose/sw.html
Description: Setting the standard for software record keeping price and 

performance. Features year-2000 compliancy, an industry-standard Paradox® 
database, multiple-window environment, multiple database sort options, 
powerful database search engines, use the built-in group and category 
definitions, or define your own, export copies of databases for backup or data 
exchange (registered version only), database purge, 10 report options, print 
preview, a moveable, hideable toolbar, point-and-click ease of use, and 
complete, illustrated online help.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\SI97SE

 Software Organizer, Version 3.0



Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your 

computer software. All your information about software can now be stored at 
one place and easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\Software

 Zip Code Explorer, Version 1.2d
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A utility allowing easy look up of US ZIP codes and their associated 

cities, states, counties, area codes, time zones and current time. Search by ZIP, 
city, county, state or area code.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\ZCE

 Zip Express, Version 1.2f
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A utility allowing easy look up or searching of US ZIP codes and their 

associated cities, states, counties, area codes, time zones and current time. 
Auto paste data in any format into applications via assignable hot keys.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\ZipExp

 GENERAL

 Coupon Clipper's Accountant
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: Coupon Clipper's Accountant can help you organize your coupon 

portfolio by category. This application allows online entry and updates to the 
coupon data base. Online lists of All Coupons, Coupons that have Expired, 
Coupons that expire this Month, coupons that expire this Week, Grocery List, 
and Coupon History are available. Each list can be directed to a printer for 
printing. This is an excellent companion for Grocery List Maker. Coupon 
Clipper's Accountant has online helps and a user's manual.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\Coupon

 Easy Personal and Business Inventory, Version 1.01
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/



Description: Complete proof for disaster and theft insurance reimbursement. Makes 
it easy to enter all facts about your personal and/or business property to 
support insurance claims, from purchase dates to warranty details. Create your 
own inventory categories for quick reference. Many reporting options. 
Automatically calculates partial or total inventory value--a real time saver! 
Protect your investments.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\Inventry

 Everything I Own!, Version 1.7
Author: Blue Collar Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.blucollsoft.com/
Description: Everything I Own! enables you to list every item in your home. It tracks

model and serial numbers, warranty information, locations, types of items, 
condition, purchase price, replacement cost, brand names, where it was 
purchased, and much more. A very easy-to-use, but extremely powerful, 
backup and restore utility is also provided. You can click the mouse and check 
to see if any warranties are about to expire, or have already expired. EIO 
contains simple but comprehesive printouts that can be filtered in several ways,
prints single records or the entire database. And it's all very easy to learn and 
use. EIO was designed with the novice user in mind, but has all the power and 
features an experienced user has come to expect.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\EIO

 Grocery List Maker
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: Grocery List Maker is an application whose graphical interface allows 

you to organize your grocery needs into predefined categories on the 
application database. From these categories you can point and click to control 
browsing of each category. Through pointing and clicking of the mouse you can 
select which items and how many of these items will be added to your grocery 
list. You can integrate local prices as well as a local or state sales tax rate into 
Grocery List Maker. Database record editing capabilities are available to allow 
for updates, deletions, and additions to the application database. The selected 
items and their associated descriptions can be reviewed on-line prior to 
creating a hard copy grocery list. Grocery List Maker has on-line helps and a 
user's manual. This application is a great companion to Coupon Clipper's 
Accountant.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\Grocery

 InfoTree32, Version 3.4
Author: NextWord
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nextword.com/
Description: Designed to help you quickly start building freeform databases for your

personal and/or business information (i.e., notes, messages, customer 



information, home inventories, items in process, etc.) for intuitive searching 
and reporting. Your information is organized in an outline fashion using a 
Windows tree container. This allows you to view your information as notes 
within topics to any desired depth. The information is maintained in the 
database by using a full-featured text editor that provides robust text 
formatting taking advantage of your system available fonts, colors and 
properties.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\InfoTree

 Snippets Text Database, Version 1.50
Author: SoftCircuits Programming
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/
Description: Snippets is a free-form text database which allows you to store and 

organize any type of text information. Snippets is particularly well-suited to 
storing source code snippets and creating FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) 
knowledgebases.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\Snippets

 TurboDiary, Version 2.1
Author: NextWord
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.nextword.com/
Description: Designed to let you easily build freeform information databases. A few 

of the major design goals include intuitive usage and minimum system 
requirements. Even the most casual user can immediately begin to enjoy the 
benefits of the TurboDiary.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\TurboD

 TurboFiles, Version 2.1
Author: NextWord
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.nextword.com/
Description: Designed to let you easily build freeform information databases in a 

diary format. A few of the major design goals include intuitive usage and 
minimum system requirements. Even the most casual user can immediately 
begin to enjoy the benefits of the TurboFiles.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\General\TurboF



 Software Category: DESKTOP PUBLISHING

 GENERAL

 Easy Desktop Publisher, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Use Easy Desktop Publisher to quickly create signs, banners, cards, 

certificates and other creative documents. No complex setup. Create text, lines,
shapes, and pictures all with a just few mouse clicks. Customize text font, color,
size, alignment and orientation. You can even print in full color if your printer 
supports color. Sample clip-art included.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \DTP\General\Easy

 PagePlus Intro 95
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: PagePlus Home/Office Edition is perfect for creating newsletters, 

brochures, greeting cards, name tags, reports, and a myriad of other items. 
Perfect for growing business and home use. Includes many features found only 
in high-price DTP systems.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \DTP\General\PagePlus



 Software Category: DESKTOP

 CLIPBOARD ENHANCEMENTS

 ClipIT, Version 1.0
Author: RetroSpect Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rdsretrospect.com/
Description: Clip-It is a toolbar that holds various text/graphics/etc files. Clip-It 

allows you to quickly select these files and load them into your clipboard. This 
can save time when composing email, desktop publishing, using a 
wordprocessor, or other repetitive tasks.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Clipbd\ClipIT

 ClipMate, Version 4.26
Author: Thornsoft Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.thornsoft.com/
Description: An answer to the age-old question: "Isn’t there a better way to cut and 

paste in Windows?" ClipMate is designed to enhance the functionality of the 
Windows clipboard. As you probably realize, the cut/copy/paste capability of 
Windows works well for transferring single items of data, but becomes very 
cumbersome if you want to move a lot of data or keep data for a period of time 
longer than until your next cut or copy (at which time Windows overwrites the 
Clipboard whether you were ready or not!) ClipMate works alongside the regular
clipboard in Windows by capturing every piece of data that you copy to the 
clipboard, and storing it in a collection. ClipMate can easily store hundreds of 
text and graphic data items. Once the data is in ClipMate, you can select an 
item and it is automatically placed back on the Clipboard, ready to paste into 
any application. You can view, print, edit, re-format, convert to upper/lower 
case, search for, re-name, and re-order clip items. ClipMate will help you be 
sure that you never accidentally lose a piece of data to the Clipboard that you 
might have been able to use again later, and offers all the functionality you’d 
expect from a fully-featured Clipboard utility.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Clipbd\ClipMate

 QuickCopy, Version 1.4
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: If you find yourself frequently accessing or typing the same text over 

and over again for copy and paste operations, this is a program you'll like! 
QuickCopy is a small 32-bit program which places an icon in the Windows 95 
taskbar tray. Right-clicking on this icon will bring up a menu of text files which 
can be very quickly copied to your Clipboard. This menu is totally user 
configurable. You can add, edit, or remove items from the menu through the 
QuickCopy Setup program, which can be accessed by left-clicking on the 
taskbar icon.



Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Clipbd\Quick

 SmartBoard 32, Version 1.27
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A Windows 95/NT Clipboard extender that supports all clipboard 

formats. Collect items copied to the Clipboard and paste back days or weeks 
later with a single mouse-click. Create boilerplate text items, add templates, 
grab graphics.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Clipbd\SmartBd

 Win95 Enhanced Clipboard, Version 1.1
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: A utility which replaces the Windows Clipboard when it's AutoCopy 

mode is enabled, and allows an "unlimited" number of individual text items (64 
K bytes) to be copied into itself using the copy or cut commands within 
Windows applications. Each new item is appended to the contents of the 
window, and a blank line is inserted between entries. At any time the AutoCopy 
feature may be disabled, allowing the saved text to be copied and pasted into 
other text applications. An option is also available to enable or disable the 
program's "Always on Top" property. This feature is useful when repeatedly 
copying and pasting selected text items, as the form does not become hidden 
when selecting an area to paste text into another application. The program also
provides buttons to launch Windows Write and Notepad for saving selected 
items into a file, without having to search for the icons. This program is very 
handy for "Net Surfers" to use while browsing, enabling them to add URLs and 
desired text information on e-mail addresses, interesting titles, etc. without 
having to stop and save each item to a file. The stored text can be saved out 
offline after leaving the Internet or an Online service, saving money on connect 
time.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Clipbd\EnhClip

 GENERAL

 CT Launcher, Version 2.0
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A small 32-bit program which places an icon in the Windows 95 taskbar

tray. Right-clicking on the icon brings up a menu of programs to launch. This 
menu is totally user configurable. You can add, edit, or remove items from the 
menu through the CT Launcher Setup program, which can be accessed by left-
clicking on the taskbar icon. You may also enter optional command lines here.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2



Directory: \Desktop\General\CTLaunch

 PowerStrip, Version 3.0
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Probably the handiest utility you'll ever use. This tiny, draggable 

toolbar shows time and date, with optional system resources. With a right-click 
of the mouse you have instant access to a phone list and dialer, alarms, to-do 
list, CD player, calculator, full calendar, file finder and launcher, and disk 
information box. The toolbar immediately disappears when no longer needed. 
Customizable, small, and powerful.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\General\PwrStrip

 ICONS

 Microangelo, Version 2.1
Author: Impact Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.impactsoft.com/
Description: An outstanding suite of utilities that provides tools for working with the 

icons, cursors and animated cursors supported by the latest Windows' 
operating systems. Microangelo includes the Browser, Librarian, Studio, 
Animator and Engineer. These components have been specifically designed to 
locate, manage, create and edit the smaller graphic elements of Windows 95 
and Windows NT 4.0.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Icons\Microang

 KEYBOARD ENHANCEMENTS

 Keyboard Express, Version 2.5c
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Windows Keyboard Macro. Enter text or auto-capture for easy playback.

Over 500 hot keys. Add current date, time, delays, pauses, symbols. Use 
globally or for specific window. Schedule macros to play anytime and anywhere.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Keyboard\KeyExp

 PrimaSoft Text, Version 1.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A simple utility program that will help you avoid typing in the same text

over and over again. Specifically, the program will let you organize various 
chunks of text by assigning names to text items and grouping them by 



categories. The program also lets you quickly access the memorized text items 
and copy them into other documents with one mouse click or key press. Finally, 
you can copy multiple blocks of text one after another and then paste them into
the target window in any order.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Keyboard\PSText

 Shorthand, Version 5.32
Author: OfficeSoft, LLC
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.alumni.caltech.edu/~lim/shorthand/
Description: A typing productivity and document assembly utility designed to work 

concurrently with other Windows applications. Shorthand allows you to 
represent frequently used words, phrases, paragraphs and keyboard 
combinations with a much shorter command or keyword. Instead of typing in 
the word or phrase, you type the shorter keyword and Shorthand will insert the 
associated text directly into the target application. With Shorthand, you can 
also define shortcut keys to quickly play back predefined text, run keyboard 
macros or launch other applications. Shorthand is not limited to transferring 
static text, you can embed special fields ("tags") such as input fields, pick list 
fields and date fields that allow you to dynamically create custom reports.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Keyboard\Shand

 ShortKeys 98 Lite, Version 1.5
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Windows text replacement utility. Type in your text and it is 

automatically replaced. Great for repetitive text needs--name, address, phone, 
e-mail, Web sites, support centers, letter headers and closings, sales, quotes 
and more!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Keyboard\Skeys

 MOUSE ENHANCEMENTS

 Cool Mouse 97, Version 2.0
Author: Kirill Kirillov
This is a 32-bit program
Description: Cool Mouse 97 is a utility that adds some real functionality to the 

middle button of a three-button mouse.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Mouse\Cool

 SmartWheel, Version 1
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss



Description: Intellimouse enhancer for Windows 95 or NT 4. Provides wheel scrolling
and move-the-mouse around panning effect to the majority of applications, 
even if they were not programmed to support the Intellimouse. Can be used by 
standard three-button mouse.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Mouse\SmtWheel

 SCREEN SAVERS

 3-D Clock Saver, Version 1.2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: A bouncing time/date clock lets you know the time even when your 

screen saver is running, as tumbling 3-D computer generated objects fill your 
screen.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\3DClock

 Aboriginal Art Screen Savers
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The Desert Designs LifeTrax Screen Saver is a full 32-bit program using 

fast 3D graphics.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Desert

 AquaScape Screen Savers
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The Aquascape LifeTrax Screen Saver is a full 32-bit program using fast 

3D graphics.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Aqua

 BalloonSaver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Watch as lazy, colorful hot-air balloons rise into the air, catch the 

breeze, and float across the screen in this great screen saver.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Balloon

 California Beach Girls Screen Savers
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.



This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The California Beach Girls LifeTrax Screen Saver is a full 32-bit program

using fast 3D graphics.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Beach

 Cool Screen Saver, Version 1.04
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Four differnt screen savers (Clock, Lips, Logo, and Custom BMP). Load 

your own BMP or WMF logo and use it as a screen saver.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Cool

 CT Hotspot, Version 2.2
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A small utility with which you can create 2 hotspots--1 to turn your 

screensaver on, and the other to turn it off. This can be quite useful when 
running Defrag, downloading a large file, or doing a tape backup. Having a 
screensaver come on during these activities can wreck havoc with your 
computer and your files. Run the CT HotSpot Setup program to define your 
preferred hotspots first. Then put the CT HotSpot program in your StartUp 
folder, restart Windows, and you're in business! You will see a little flag pop up 
when your screensaver is disabled, letting you know that CT HotSpot is doing 
what it's supposed to be doing. As long as your cursor is parked in the 
appropriate corner, your screensaver cannot come on. Simply moving the 
mouse will restore your screensaver settings. Of course, CT HotSpot will also set
up a corner to start your screensaver, which can be pretty handy if your boss 
walks in on you in the middle of a solitaire game, or if you want to impress your 
friends with your latest screensaver "find".

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Hotspot

 Fireworks Screen Saver, Version 2.61
Author: Perpetual Motion Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.PerpetualMotion.base.org/
Description: This Windows 95 screen saver displays fireworks on your screen when 

the computer is idle. You can configure everything about the fireworks: 
explosion shapes and sizes, colors, line thickness, number of fireworks, speed, 
fading, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Firework

 FishSaver, Version 1.1



Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Tropical fish screen saver! Colorful aquarium swimming with fish! Fun 

just to watch.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Fish

 Flying Crosses Screen Saver
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Screen saver that features crosses flying across the screen.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Crosses

 Fruit Saver
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Grab a copy of the Fruit Cakes "Fruit Saver" screen saver and watch 

this game play by itself.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Fruit

 Full Motion Screen Saver, Version 2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: An award-winning, next generation digital video screen saver that plays

any .AVI or .MOV video files. The registered version comes with a CD-ROM filled 
with over 600 megabytes of screen-shattering video clips--from calm beaches, 
hangliders, and waterfalls to thundering planes, boats, snowboarders, and 
rollercoasters! Fully customizable with your own videos.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Motion

 Hey, Macaroni!
Author: Rhode Island Soft Systems, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.RISoftSystems.com/
Description: This hilarious screen saver includes sound and a music track spoofing 

the popular Macarena song and associated dance. Instead, watch elbow 
macaroni dance and sing! This high-quality screen saver has beautiful artwork, 
3-D rendered macaroni, and more. Look for the hidden Easter Egg in the About 
box too!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Macaroni



 Holyear vs. Teethson Screen Saver
Author: Rhode Island Soft Systems, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.RISoftSystems.com/
Description: This amusing screen saver features an animated title boxing fight 

between a human ear and a wind-up chattering teeth toy. Watch the gruesome 
details as the two boxers duke it out in the ring, jabbing and weaving until the 
final (and obvious) conclusion. The screen saver comes complete with sound 
effects for that special ringside experience--and for an added, uh, challenge, 
see if you can find Don King in the crowd.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Holyear

 ImageSaver, Version 4.01
Author: The Computer Guys
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://people.delphi.com/krgunn/index.html
Description: A simple slide-show type screen saver. The program allows the user to 

choose up to twenty BMP, GIF, ICO, JPG, or WMF personal images to display. 
Compact, intuitive interface.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\ImageSvr

 JurassicSaver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Animated Jurassic dinosaur screen saver with T-Rex, brontosaur, 

stegosaur, raptor, and hatchlings. Go back in time 50 million years and watch 
your screen tremble.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Jurassic

 Kinemorphic Screen Saver, Version 2.1.605
Author: Synthesoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.synthesoft.com/
Description: The Kinemorphic Screen Saver will animate an endless variety of 

spectacular 3-D patterns and images. As the 3-D patterns animate on your 
screen, the objects, images, lighting, and colors will move through, around, and 
on top of each other. Kinemorphics has been designed to give you an 
unprecedented amount of control over the effects used. You can use your own 
graphical images as object textures and backgrounds while Kinemorphics 
generates extraordinarily realistic lighting effects on top of stunning, living 3-D 
objects.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Kinne

 Logo-Saver, Version 2



Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Turn your company logo (or any picture) into a bouncing screen saver!
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Logo

 Psychedelic Screen Saver, Version 3.9.971
Author: Synthesoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.synthesoft.com/
Description: As the name suggests, this is a screen saver that generates an endless 

variety of mesmerizing patterns. As the patterns materialize on your screen, 
the colors will shift, undulate, and blow your mind. Whether you're into abstract
art, mathematics, or just have a history of mental illness, you'll love this screen 
saver.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Psyche

 QuoteSaver, Version 2.0
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Save your screen with your favorite BMP, JPG, or TIF images, 100 cool 

transition effects, and WAV or MIDI sounds, accompanied by hundreds of 
inspirational and humorous quotes. Easy to use and customize.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Quote

 Safari Saver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: This photo-realistic screen saver will blow you away. It's like watching a

movie of the African plains as images of real animals come to life on your 
screen. Jungle noises and music fill the air. Keep an eye open for these animals: 
water buffalo, wildebeast, cheetahs, elephants, hyenas, zebras, giraffes, 
gazelles, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Safari

 ScreenPix, Version 2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: A very popular screen saver. Use your own JPG or BMP images in this 

slide show style screen saver. You select the pictures you want to see and select
from over 100 transition effects (or choose random). Then watch as pictures of 
your family, friends, or favorite scenes fill you screen.



Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Spix

 Seascape, Version 3.0
Author: Advanced Computer Tektonics
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.wco.com/~sharenet/seascape.html
Description: A screen saver that introduces realistic-looking fish to your PC. 

Seascape 3.0 introduces exotic Copperband Butterfly fish plus "fantasy fish", 
which have the same shapes as the authentic varieties but different colors. 
Seascape now uses the standard Microsoft help system to provide easier access
to the documentation, which was getting unwieldy as an ordinary text file. The 
documentation has been updated to explain how to install, configure, and use 
Seascape on Windows 95. An uninstallation option is provided for the 
convenience of anyone who wants to cleanly and completely remove Seascape 
from a computer with minimal effort.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Seascape

 SkyDive Saver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Animated screen saver: Plummeting skydivers hoping their chutes open

(some won't).
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\SkyDive

 SpaceSaver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The photorealistic, animated space screen saver, with space-walking 

astronauts, spinning galaxies, blasting-off space shuttles, and more. Based on 
real photos for realism. Don't miss this one.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Space

 UFO Saver, Version 1.2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: A close encounter on your screen with alien spacecraft and sound 

effects.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\UFO

 Venice Screen Saver, Version 1



Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: A beautiful, animated screen saver that takes you back in time to old 

Italy. Watch gondolas glide through the canals of Venice as Italian music plays 
in the background. Based on real photos of Venice, you are sure to enjoy this 
one!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Venice

 Waterfall Screen Saver, Version 1.2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The living screen saver where waterfalls come to life and pour out of 

real photographs. Yosemite Falls, Vernal Falls. Set your system colors to 
GREATER than 256 if you have picture problems.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\Water

 WWSaver32, Version 3.21
Author: Arcata Pet Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.redshift.com/~arcatpet/
Description: A program for organizing and displaying images as a custom screen 

saver. You may use a number of standard image formats:    GIF, PCX, TGA, TIF, 
PNG ICO and JPG. GIF, PCX and PNG provide compression of 256-color images, 
and .JPG provides compression for 16-million color images, thus saving disk 
space. Images may be tiled or not, individually determined. Each non-tiled 
image may be precisely positioned anywhere on the screen, or centered. Non-
tiled images may be resized on-the-fly to full screen or a user-set dimension. A 
universal gamma correction option allows for display-time lightening or 
darkening of images.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Screen\WWSave

 WALLPAPER

 Aligner, Version 2.62
Author: Perpetual Motion Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.PerpetualMotion.base.org/
Description: Do more than just center or tile your wallpaper! Move it anywhere on 

the screen! You even see a preview of what your desktop will look like.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Wallpap\Aligner

 WWPlus, Version 2.68
Author: Arcata Pet Software



This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.redshift.com/~arcatpet/
Description: A program for organizing and displaying Windows    wallpaper files. With

this program you can easily maintain a collection of wallpapers, automatically 
change them at an interval you select, and use image formats (GIF, PCX, TGA, 
TIF, ICO and JPG) that would otherwise be unusable by Windows as wallpaper. 
GIF and PCX provide compression of 256-color images, and JPG provides 
compression for 16-million color images, thus saving disk space. Includes a 
screen saver module to turn your wallpaper files into a screen saver after a 
period of inactivity. Includes built-in editing features and file conversion routines
which allow you to change images to suit your wallpaper needs.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Wallpap\WWPlus16

 WWPlus32, Version 3.2
Author: Arcata Pet Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.redshift.com/~arcatpet/
Description: A program for organizing and displaying Windows wallpaper files. With 

this program you can easily maintain a collection of wallpapers, automatically 
change them at an interval you select, and use image formats (GIF, PCX, TGA, 
TIF, PNG ICO and JPG) that would otherwise be unusable by Windows as 
wallpaper. GIF, PCX and PNG provide compression of 256-color images, and JPG 
provides compression for 16-million color images, thus saving disk space. 
Wallpapers may be tiled or not, individually determined. Each wallpaper may be
precisely positioned anywhere on the screen, not just centered. Images may be 
resized on-the-fly to full screen or a user-set dimension.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Desktop\Wallpap\WWPlus32



 Software Category: EDUCATION

 GAMES

 Chain Reaction, Version 1.1
Author: Mace Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://macesoft.simplenet.com/
Description: Chain Reaction is a fun and educational word game based on the 

popular TV game show of the same name. Now our most popular BBS door 
game comes to you in a Windows 95 home version. This is a great vocabulary 
skills builder.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\Chain

 EuroHist!, Version 1.0
Author: Torpedo Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/torpedo/
Description: Take a trip back through the mists of time to faraway lands and strange

places! See great moments in European history, including great acts of nobility,
creation, exploration, and of unspeakable treachery. Challenging and 
educational arcade style game. Learn basic European history and have fun at 
the same time!

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\History

 Europe!, Version 2.5
Author: Torpedo Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/torpedo/
Description: Europe! is a program that showcases the author's complete geography 

program, Around the World! The program tests you on country locations, 
capitals, major exports, and prominent geographical features for all of Europe. 
Set the timer to give yourself from two to thirty seconds to answer questions. 
The program keeps score of your hits and misses, with a tally of scores for all 
four categories and the three best scores overall. It also shows you the correct 
answers. Europe! is a fun way to strengthen your knowledge of the lay of the 
land.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\Europe

 Jungle Chess
Author: EdMark
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.edmark.com/prod/strategy/scdlwin95.html
Description: Jungle Chess is a two-player game that helps develop analytical and 

problem-solving skills.



Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\Jungle

 STATE the Question
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: STATE the Question is a fun, easy to use, trivia-based game that helps 

reinforce the participant's knowledge of each of the 50 states that comprise the
United States. The game itself is as simple as point and click. The computer 
asks one of over 300 questions while 1 or 2 players attempt to select the state 
that matches the answer. A United States map comes alive and shows the 
location of each selected state as the state itself is shown in greater detail. Try 
to be the first to collect 10 points.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\State

 USAPuzzle!, Version 1.5
Author: Torpedo Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/torpedo/
Description: Take a spin across the USA! This software includes colorful map puzzles

for the states and capitals of the US. The puzzle pieces consist of states and 
star icons, which are dragged and rotated by the user to their correct position 
on the map. The timed game format holds interest and makes learning US 
geography fun. Several different levels of difficulty make the software useful to 
almost any age group. Easy and colorful user interface.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\USA

 Word Warp, Version 1.4
Author: Mace Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://macesoft.simplenet.com/
Description: Word Warp is a fun and educational word game. In this game, you are 

given an eight-letter word. You must create as many new words as possible 
from the puzzle word. Game includes over 20,000 different puzzle words and an
80,000 word dictionary. Timed or untimed play is configurable. Want to help 
your children with their vocabulary skills? This game is great for helping them 
learn new words. Try it today.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Games\Warp

 GENERAL

 Dino Spell
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/



Description: Spelling practice game for children ages 7-12.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\General\DinoS

 MATH

 Dino Numbers
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Arithmetic skills game for children ages 7-12.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Educatn\Math\DinoN



 Software Category: ENTERTAINMENT

 ACTION GAMES

 Dreadnought
Author: Battle Sim Soft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.battlesim.com/
Description: A real-time-strategy shoot 'em’ dead space-war game that fully utilizes 

the entire 3D space. Here, death is inevitable. The action rolls faster as you 
climb to the next mission. To win a battle, you (a commander of a space fleet) 
must use your wits to plan out your defensive and offensive moves. 
Furthermore, eye-hand shooting coordination is required to destroy the enemy 
task forces.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Action\Dread

 SK-111 Star Killer, Version 1.0.1
Author: W. Mike Hare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.intercenter.net/~wmh/sk-111.html
Description: Is there any such thing as a routine mission? Push your skills to the 

limit with this great game.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Action\Star

 Smash-Em, Version 1.5
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Action-packed game based on the arcade game "Wack-A-Mole." Smash 

the moles, rats, marmots, monkeys, and more as they scurry about in 99+ 
levels. Bonus and secret levels, digital sound effects. Try it, you'll like it.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Action\Smash

 Win Battle
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: A game based on Battlestar Galactica.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Action\Battle

 ARCADE GAMES

 Boxes



Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Maneuver falling colored boxes onto crates.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Boxes1

 Boxes II
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Sequel to the world-famous BOXES with new levels.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Boxes2

 Boxes III
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: 200 Levels, 48 songs, level designer, and more. Final sequel to BOXES 

with "the works!"
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Boxes3

 CyberPinball
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: Using the 16.8 million color graphics, full-screen photographic 

backgrounds and 32-bit code you've come to expect from all Moraffware 
computer game, we have remade our old, but extremely popular pinball game 
from years past into a current, state of the art pinball game. Machines range in 
size from 640 x 480 pixel machines that run on any computer to massive 1600 
x 1200 machines to test the high-end personal workstations out there.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Pinball

 CyberTris, Version 2
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: A Tetris clone with 16.8 million colors, multiple image sets, music, 

sound effects, huge annoyance pieces, bombs, head-to-head play, and more. 
Reveal backgrounds as you play in a field with a width and depth you specify. 
From 6 squares wide by 14 squares deep to 50 squares wide and 70 squares 
deep!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Tris



 Eggit Gold, Version 3.0
Author: Amazing Productions
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.ap-zone.com/
Description: Crackers are trying to take over Eggit world and you are the egg to 

stop them. In the game its your mission to find all the coins in every level and 
put them in the Eggit protecting generator. The generator keeps a field around 
the Eggit planet that will keep the Crackers out of the Eggit world. If you have 
collected all the coins in every world you must find the golden egg to put all the
coins in, and then you must place the golden egg in the genrator. If you do that 
the generator will work forever and the crackers never can invade Eggit world.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Eggit

 Locked 6
Author: Amazing Productions
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.ap-zone.com/
Description: Locked 6 is like Zelda on the Super NES. In the game you can talk to a 

lot of caracters and ask them things. After a while you have to fight but the 
problem is you don't know how. When you have destroyd an enemey you get 
power points, when you visit a weapon smith you can sell your power points 
and your weapon will get better. Every time you destroyd a boss you get some 
magic, if you have magic you can jump, make your weapon better and a lot of 
other great things.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Locked

 Secret of the Lost Statue
Author: Rikus Kras
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.ap-zone.com/
Description: In the game you are Mitch and you crash on a secret island and, by 

accident, destroy a box. You find out that with the box destroyed, the world will 
be destroyed by the end of the day. So you have to find a secret statue that 
contains a sword. If you find the statue you can save the world.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Secret

 UltraBlast, Version 4
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: The best breakout clone to be made in years. Up to 25 balls at one 

time, a level editor (challenge your friends), multiple image sets, and 16.8 
million-color graphics and 32-bit code!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Arcade\Ublast



 CARD GAMES

 Canasta, Version 4.12
Author: Harte Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/mharte/
Description: Canasta is a strategy cardgame that offers an interesting challenge for 

anyone who likes to play card games. You can play against the computer or 
against another person.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Card\Canasta

 Hardwood Solitaire II, Version 1.63
Author: Silver Creek Entertainment
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.silvercrk.com/
Description: Hardwood Solitaire II has more great solitaire, more stunning graphics, 

MIDI music, sound effects, and a bunch of new features. HWS II has six great 
solitaire games with multiple difficulty levels. We have also added a high score 
scroll so you can see if you're a better solitaire player than your buddy. You can 
even play the exact same game just to be fair!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Card\HWSol

 CHILDREN'S GAMES

 Dino Cards
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Card games for children ages 5-9.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Children\DinoC

 Dino Match
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Memory building game for children ages 5-9.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Children\DinoM

 Dino Slot
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: The complete look and feel of a real slot machine, plus all the graphics 

of dinosaurs. A great game for kids. This game includes complete digital sound 



effects and great graphics. There are payoff and wheel editors that allow you to
change the odds of payoffs. A Dino Quiz has Dino trivia.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Children\DinoS

 Dino Tiles
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Tile matching game for children ages 5-9.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Children\DinoT

 GENERAL

 3D Maze, Version 1.5
Author: James L. Dean
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: Null
Description: This program generates random three-dimensional mazes with 

hexagonal or square rooms. The size of the window determines how large the 
maze is, and the scroll bar adjusts the maze's tilt. Use your keyboard to 
navigate from entrance to exit. Visual Basic 4.0 source code is included.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Maze

 Alien Detector
Author: Keith Bingham
This is a 32-bit program
Description: AlienDetector is a program that will scan the immediate surroundings 

for extra-terrestrial life forms using the most sophisticated techniques available.
Its accuracy is rated at 99.9% with a 100% margin for error. Hilarious!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Alien

 Car Races
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: A virtual reality demonstration game. You drive your car along a motor 

route, experiencing normal road conditions and hazards which you might 
encounter in real life.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Auto

 CyberDice
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program



More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: Single column, triple column, and head-to-head Yahtzee all put 

together in one game. All the nifty features all our games have, 16.8 million 
colors, 32-bit graphics, and full-screen backgrounds, combined with spinning 
dice and multiple dice sets, make this the best Yahtzee clone out there.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Dice

 Darts
Author: Scott Berres
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: Null
Description: Play an assortment of classic darts games: Cricket, 301, 501, Random 

Cricket and Tic Tac Toe.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Darts

 Fancy-Jiggler
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: Featuring classic fancy-cut pieces, Fancy-Jiggler is the best jigsaw game

available. users are regaled by 50 different shape files, including hexagonal-
traditional, circular-traditional, blobs, map of the United States, and a special 
kid's variation. The game also includes about an hour of classical music that 
plays in the background, including Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and 
Tchaikovsky.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\FanJiggler

 Fruit Cakes
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Build fruit cakes with falling fruit. Watch out for flies!
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Fruit

 Memory Jiggler, Version 4
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: A jigsaw puzzle game that takes up your entire screen. Put together a 

jigsaw puzzle of one of the full-screen, 16.8 million color backgrounds. The only 
catch is, the puzzle pieces are upside-down! Hope you have a good memory…

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\MemJiggler



 Vegas Poker & Blackjack, Version 2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: High quality, highly addictive video poker and blackjack with great 

digital sound effects. Test out your various "systems" before you head for 
Vegas.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Vegas

 Virus: The Game
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: You are "Vinny the Virus" inside a computer.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Virus

 Win Pelvis-n-Space
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: Elvis is definitely still alive! Rather, he was taken from us by little green

creatures, most commonly known as "aliens." Lisa Marie initiated the building of
the X63 interstellar cruiser that will send you on the mission to bring her father 
home. This game includes a large amount of graphics, animation, and sound 
effects.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Pelvis

 Win Slot
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: Simulates a real slot machine. Includes sound effects and great 

graphics. It even includes a wheel and payoff editor so you can create better 
odds for winning!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\Slot

 YahtC, Version 4.3
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: YahtC combines attractive 3D graphics with extreme ease of use. There

are no complicated instructions, and no hidden forms. Each player's score is 
always visible. A sound card, while certainly not necessary, will greatly enhance
the game, which produces sound effects when a player rolls the dice, "zeroes" 
out a scoring category, or rolls a "YahtC." The game will also keep a permanent 



record of high scores, which can be easily cleared at any time. YahtC is fully 
functional, and supports up to four players.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\General\YahtC

 STRATEGY GAMES

 Escapade, Version 1.3
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: A super-high-quality animated arcade/logic game for Windows! You run 

around picking up pieces of the 30 screens and rearanging them.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Escapade

 GamesGrid Backgammon, Version 1.7.1
Author: CyberArts, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.gamesgrid.com/
Description: GamesGrid Backgammon is the most advanced Backgammon game in 

the Internet market today, combining exceptional functionality with modern 
technology. The program allows players ranging from novice or casual to 
advanced status to join an active, worldwide community dedicated to fostering 
the entertainment value of Backgammon. CyberArts hosts Members 
Tournaments on the Net, and this program allows you to join in the fun.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Back

 Gazillionaire Deluxe
Author: LavaMind
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.gazillionaire.com/
Description: Gazillionaire is a cross between Monopoly set in outer space and Wall 

Street in Wonderland. It's a wild intergalactic game of wheelin' and dealin', 
complete with funky Monty Python style SciFi graphics and great game-play.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Gazaire

 Hexx Wars, Version 1.2
Author: Mace Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://macesoft.simplenet.com/
Description: Hexx Wars is a board game that we are sure your whole family will 

enjoy. The game may be played with two people, or you can try to beat the 
computer. The object is to capture more spots then your opponent. This game 
takes moments to learn, but is very challenging. Small, medium, and large 
boards provide a varied level of enjoyment.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1



Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Hexx

 MoreJongg, Version 5
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: The classic Mah Jongg solitaire game with 16.8 million color graphics, 

music, sound effects, animations, and more! Over 200 full screen, photographic
quality images, 100 tilesets, and 49 layouts in the registered version.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Mjongg

 Radiation, Version 1
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: You've probably played the Minesweeper game that comes with 

Windows. Unless you're really good at logic, chances are you never figured out 
how to play it! We took this great game of logic and turned it into a work of art 
you can actually learn to play! It has the spectacular graphics that all our 
games share, multiple image sets, and best of all, after you hit a bomb, you can
continue playing!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Radiate

 RingJongg, Version 2.1
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: The hardest 'Jongg game ever! 16.8 million color graphics, 32-bit code 

and full screen photographic quality images, combined with an extremely 
difficult game make this one thoroughly addictive. You have been warned.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Rjongg

 SphereJongg, Version 3.1
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: The same beautiful graphics, full screen backgrounds, and user-friendly

interface as MoreJongg, but this time with three-dimensional marbles instead of
tiles. Much easier to play, but harder to win!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Sjongg

 Win Trek
Author: BFM Software
This is a 16-bit program



More Information: http://www.bfmsoft.com/
Description: This is the original Star Trek game for Windows. Lots of graphics, 

animation, and sound effects. Multiple playing windows which interact with 
each other. This game is very involved and has three skill levels.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Trek

 Yatzy
Author: Lautensack Ove
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.dsv.su.se/~ove-laut/program3.htm
Description: Computer version of the popular Yatzhee dice game.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Yatzy

 YourJongg
Author: MoraffWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.moraff.com/
Description: YourJongg is a unique new Jongg game. This art- and photography-

based game features larger tiles that are easier on the eyes. It is extraordinarily
user-configurable, allowing Internet surfers to create their own personalized 
Jongg game. Users can create their own tilesets with images they download, 
and they can combine MIDI files to make their own albums of music with the 
built-in music jukebox. You can also incorporation artwork or scanned images as
backgrounds behind the tiles.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Strategy\Yjongg

 WORD GAMES

 Crossword Construction Kit 98, Version 3.0b
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Features the unique ability to make puzzles in fun shapes (diamonds, 

doughnuts, trains, etc.). Up to 30 x 30 in size. Print options include skeleton or 
filled box, answer key, font selection, color, metafiles, and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\Xword

 eWords, Version 1.0
Author: EdiSys Corp.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.edisys.com/
Description: This Scrabble-like board game is word gaming at its finest. Addictively 

fun and educational gameplay is highlighted by plenty of options, 
customizability, and network play. Using an incredibly fast and thorough playing
engine allows you to play against computer opponents of vastly varying skills. 



When set to the lower levels, the computer provides a good challenge for those 
with a still-developing vocabulary, while the highest level will exhaust its 
dictionary to play fantastic words.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\eWords

 Hang-Em, Version 1.2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The ultimate hangman game. Three levels of difficulty, over 1,000 

words built-in. Uses color graphics, digital sound, and you can play against 
computer or friend.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\Hang

 Jumbler
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: A great Windows game where you must unscramble jumbled words. 

Challenging and fun with three difficulty levels and digital sounds. Play against 
the computer or use your own words.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\Jumbler

 Word Search Construction Kit 98, Version 3.0c
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Features the unique ability to make puzzles in fun shapes (circles, 

apples, hearts, etc.) up to 30 x 30 in size. Print options include upper and lower 
case, grid, answer key, font selection, color metafiles, and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\WSConst

 Word Search Rampage, Version 3.0c
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Multi-media ready word search puzzle game. Play on the computer or 

print out for parties, activities, friends or family. Select fonts, colors and 
wallpaper. Optional timer, hint mode, highlight mode, grid, upper and lower 
case, and sound.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\WSRamp

 Word Wrestle, Version 1.1



Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A word game for the whole family with an unlimited number of puzzle 

possibilities. Play the game right on the computer or print out puzzles to 
compete against family members, friends, or neighbors. Find as many words as 
you can in the puzzle grid within the amount of time you specify.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\Wrestle

 Words
Author: DynoTech Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.dyno1.com/
Description: Maneuver falling letters to build words.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Entertn\Word\Words



 Software Category: FILE MANAGEMENT

 FILE VIEWERS

 SecurityPlus, Version 4.11
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: A file viewer with on-the-fly encryption and decryption. Supports 24 

different file formats including animated GIF files. Zoom, full view, auto-hide, 
JPG options, file info including CRC, full privacy of images and any other files, 
runs in the tray, and more. One other unique option, Secure Access, will encrypt
entire programs and data (or any files). By using this option you may prevent 
total access to items such as e-mail, company accounting records, 
programming source files and image files.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\FileView\SecPlus

 GENERAL

 Associate, Version 1.3
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: This program is for those of us that find Windows 95 to be somewhat 

inadequate, and downright faulty at times in regard to setting up file 
associations. This program allows you to easily change file associations at will, 
as well as to change the icon associated with a file type.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Assoc

 File Maven 95, Version 1.1a
Author: Briggs Softworks
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://briggsoft.com/
Description: File Maven 95 is a 32-bit file manager for Windows 95 systems and was

designed especially for users who do not like to use Windows Explorer for day 
to day file management. In addition to the usual copy, move, and delete 
functions, File Maven 95 contains many advanced features not found in other 
file managers.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Maven

 FileBack PC, Version 3.02b
Author: Maximum Output Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.inconnect.com/~mos/
Description: A file backup and synchronization utility. It is designed to backup any 



file on any disk or network drive to any other disk or network drive.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\FileBack

 MoniDIR 97, Version 2.0
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: This simple freeware utility will keep track of up to 5 different Windows 

95 directories. As soon as the contents of one of the directories changes you 
will be notified with an alarm and the list of files that have changed.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\MoniDIR

 NameWiz, Version 2.4
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: Makes renaming groups of files easy, with a host of options and 

functions sure to appeal to Webmasters and lay users alike. Webmasters will 
especially appreciate the power to rename sequential files, for example. Those 
of us with an organizational fixation will enjoy the simple ability to rename 
several files at once. Navigate to your target folder, and apply a file selection 
mask with NameWiz to narrow files down to the group you want. You can 
quickly change files to all lowercase (useful for the many Web sites which 
observe that format), to all uppercase, or normal case formatting. When you 
enable batch renaming, you can specify the file name prefix, starting number, 
increment intervals, and better yet, you can increment alphabetically too. 
NameWiz can handle long filenames and is a time-saving gem of a program.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\NameWiz

 Q Folder 95, Version 3.2
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: Makes accessing your files or programs even faster. It installs itself 

every time you start Windows, and is easily accessible from the Taskbar. To 
customize your environment, drag and drop from the desktop and from 
Windows Explorer, or drag and drop from within Q Folder 95 for even more 
flexibility. A customizable window offers quick access to files and folders. Make 
your own virtual folders, and access an unlimited number of items, folders, and 
subfolders. Right-click anywhere within the window for more options.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Qfolder

 Simple File Manager 95
Author: Crazy J Caffee
This is a 32-bit program



More Information: http://www.cjc.win.net/software/software.html
Description: Simple File Manager allows you to navigate about your directories and 

quickly and easily rename, copy, move, and delete files. Supports long file 
names.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Simple

 SmartCat 97, Version 2.6
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A sophisticated Windows archiving and cataloging tool. Helps keep 

track of floppy disks, zip disks, CDs etc. Fully integrated with Windows Explorer.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\SmartCat

 SnapShot, Version 1.2
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A program for those of us who like to keep a close eye on our 

WINDOWS and WINDOWS\SYSTEM directories. Most Windows programs use 
these two directories as "dumping grounds" for support files, and since these 
directories are very large, it is nearly impossible to keep track of it all. Snapshot
makes it easy to detect changes to both directories.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\SnapShot

 Splash Manager, Version 1.0
Author: P & J's Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/pjsoftware/index.html
Description: Copies a file from a file set to a destination. You can create multiple file 

sets. With this basic functionality, you can do all kinds of file updates like 
update your desktop wallpaper, startup sound file, or even the Windows 95 
startup and shut-down splash screens. There's a built-in scheduler and backup 
manager. Splash Manager can also help you create your own Windows 95 
startup or shut-down splash screens!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Splash

 Wilbur, Version 1.61
Author: RedTree Development, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.redtree.com
Description: Wilbur’s mission is to help you find things in all those files you 

accumulate on your hard disk. He does this by creating an index of all the 
words in a given set of files that you define. For instance you might want an 
index of all the TXT, DOC, and WRI files on your C: drive. Once the index is 



prepared, Wilbur can quickly show you a list of all the files containing any word 
or group of words. He can also show you a view of the sought after words in 
context in any file selected. In addition to simple word searches, Wilbur allows 
word descriptions to contain wild cards and simple logical expressions. Wilbur 
can even index the files inside Zip archives on your disk. You can also configure 
most word processors and program development environments with hot keys 
that automatically start a Wilbur search for the word under the cursor.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\Wilbur

 WingDir, Version 4.5a
Author: Silverwing Systems
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nettally.com/silverwing/index.html
Description: A directory utility that allows you to view two directories side-by-side 

and make changes to them.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \FileMgmt\General\WingDir



 Software Category: FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS

 BOOKEEPING

 Account Pro, Version 6.70
Author: AccSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: 

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/accsoft_ch/homepeng.htm
Description: Account Pro is a versatile and user-friendly trilingual (English, German 

and French) accounting and finance planning program, equally suitable for 
small to medium businesses, institutions, and private users, who want to 
manage their own money or the finances of an association or club. The program
is based on the principle of double-entry bookkeeping. Account Pro is capable of
networking, handle up to 2000 client accounts, and it has a function for 
automatic entry of tax and discount transactions.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Book\AccPro

 BS/1 Small Business, Version 1.1f
Author: Davis Business Systems, Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.dbsonline.com/
Description: A network ready, multi-currency accounting system for Windows 95 

and NT. Simple enough for home business, yet powerful enough for medium-
sized corporations. Year 2000 ready! Prints AR invoices, AP checks, and 
financial statements. And yes... it’s year-2000 compliant. Completely 
international! Multi-bank, multi-currency and multi-tax.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Book\BS1

 CHECKBOOK PROGRAMS

 WizShop VISUAL Budget MASTER, Version 3.5.1
Author: Wizard's Workshop
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/WizShop/index.html
Description: A powerful budget program. Designed to aid people with their bill 

paying. Its fully functional, fast to use, and packed with things like unlimited 
incomes, unlimited expenses, tags, HOLD, PAID, UNPAID, LOAD and SAVE to 
name a few. And it's natural! Move the mouse to it and click, it's that easy!

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Check\WizShop

 DEBT REDUCTION

 Debt Analyzer 97, Version 3.0e



Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Debt elimination at its best! Potential savings of hundreds or thousands

of dollars. Build debt reduction, timed elimination or consolidation schedules. 
Handles up to fifty debts. Set budget, extra payments. Daily, monthly, calendar 
and graph reports.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Debt\Analyzer

 Head Hunter, Version 2.05
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: A program to help with candidate tracking for technical recruiters or 

human resource departments.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Database\Business\Head

 GENERAL

 Checknique
Author: PBD Technologies
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://checknique.com/
Description: Accept payment for your products and services via instant checks--that

you can verify and deposit immediately! Thanks to the American Banking 
Association, new banking regulations and laws now allow merchants to process 
customer checks via telephone, fax, or even the Internet. You simply request 
the necessary account information and enter it into our easy to use Windows-
based software. Within seconds you will be printing your customer's check on 
your existing bubble jet, laser jet, or laser printer. You then simply deposit this 
check into your own checking account! You may also verify funds on each 
check, or on a random basis, using an easy procedure detailed in this package. 
When using the software, you are asked for a password. The password is: smile.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\General\Check

 Personal Asset Tracker, Version 1.01
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Tracks your personal assets. Has many fields to track serial numbers, 

purchase dates, warranty information, etc. Has built-in backup, restore, printing
functions, in the event your computer gets stolen or your house burns down. 
This will save a lot of problems that can occur if you need to file a claim with an
insurance company on an item that has been lost, stolen, or destroyed.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\General\PAT



 Vulcan FinanceCalc 97, Version 1.10
Author: VulcanSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vulcansoft.com/
Description: Financial calculator with 14 calculation methods. Calculates major 

results and results for each period. Save results as text or bitmap file or set as 
Windows wallpaper.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\General\FinCalc

 STOCK MARKET PROGRAMS

 Personal Stock Monitor, Version 2.5.1
Author: Anatoly Ivasyuk
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.personaltools.com/
Description: A shareware application which makes it easy to track your investments 

over the Internet. It retrieves updated prices and automatically recalculates the 
value of your holdings. With features including a scrolling ticker bar, price 
alerts, symbol search, and graphs, Personal Stock Monitor has become one of 
the finest quote retrieval programs on the Internet.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Stock\PSM

 Quixl, Version 1.0
Author: Legend Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.quixl.com/
Description: Quixl downloads market data and news into Microsoft Excel. Using 

Quixl, Excel can collect, chart, and analyze stocks, mutual funds, and market 
indexes; create and maintain portfolios; and collect the latest news on 
securities of interest. Quixl uses powerful data manipulation capabilities of 
Excel to chart, report, preview, print, import, export, and analyze your 
securities. These and a lot more capabilities are provided through single click 
operations on the buttons that appear on your Excel toolbar when you run 
Quixl. You do not need be an experienced Excel user to use any of these 
buttons. If you are an experienced Excel user, you can also use Excel 
commands and macros to further customize your charts and reports. And, you 
can perform powerful analysis operation on your securities. In this regard, Quixl
provides you with unique features unavailable in other products.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Stock\Quixl

 Stock Exchange 32
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The best stock and mutual fund quote program that brings you instant 

updates from the Internet. Enter your portfolio information, and let it track up to
the minute prices, PE ratios, EPS, 52-week hi-lo, gains and losses, and more. 



Includes a screen saver component that will display a scrolling ticker of your top
ten stocks, so you can always see the latest data by glancing at your screen.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Stock\SE32

 Wall Street Explorer, Version 1.13
Author: Terence Wilson
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.latte.com/wsx/
Description: Wall Street Explorer is a shareware security tracking system. WSX 

automatically downloads the latest price data for your securities from publicly 
accessible quote sites on the World Wide Web. Version 1.11 also provides a host
of other functions. Real Time Quotes supplied by DATEK (requires separate 
DATEK account).

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Finance\Stock\WSExp



 Software Category: GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS

 3D RENDERING

 Font F/X, Version 1.10
Author: DCSi
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.dcsifx.com/
Description: Font F/X is a full 32-bit, OpenGL based, 3D text rendering program for 

Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0. Font F/X utilizes TrueType fonts as the raw 
material for stunning 3D text images. You can extrude the text, add bevels, 
adjust lighting effects, and wrap textures around images. Font F/X adds 
dramatic 3D graphic impact with unbelievable photo-realism to web pages, text
documents, and business presentations in minutes. Unlike difficult, expensive, 
and hard-to-learn graphics and 3D rendering programs, Font F/X renders quickly
and has the easiest user interface around.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\3D\FontFX

 BUSINESS GRAPHICS

 Active Office, Version 1.0a
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: ActiveOffice helps you communicate more effectively by allowing you 

to easily add compelling business graphics to all your Office documents. With a 
click of the mouse, communicate more effectively with brilliant graphics that 
look like you spent hours creating them, not just seconds! Designed for Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Business\Active

 Harvard Chart XL 95, Version 2.0
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: With Harvard ChartXL for Windows, you can turn boring spreadsheet 

data into exciting charts! When you start using Harvard ChartXL, you can 
import data from your favorite Windows spreadsheet such as Excel and Lotus 1-
2-3. Then include your compelling charts in any Windows word processor, like 
Word, WordPerfect, AmiPro, etc. If you like, you can add your charts to any page
layout program, or to presentation software like Harvard Graphics. Tired of the 
same old charts your spreadsheet keeps cranking out? Fed up with constraints 
and limitations that restrict your creativity? Give Harvard ChartXL a try and 
you'll be creating impressive charts in minutes!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Business\Chart



 IMAGE VIEWERS

 CryptaPix, Version 1.1b
Author: Briggs Softworks
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://briggsoft.com/
Description: CryptaPix is a graphic image viewer for Windows with support for six 

different image formats. Images are presented full-screen with an auto 
advancing slideshow option and the ability to play WAV sounds. CryptaPix 
features secure encryption and wipe options to prevent unauthorized access to 
your personal image collection.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\Crypta

 d'peg!, Version 3.03
Author: SomeWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.somewareonthe.net
Description: d'peg! is a duplicate image file manager which allows you to find and 

review duplicate image files by name, size, numbered sets, color usage & more 
and then delete or re-name the files at your option - within a single, menu 
driven program. d'peg! will read 21 file formats including BMP, PCX, JPG, GIF, 
and PNG.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\dpeg

 E-Z Viewer, Version 2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: No other graphics viewer/manager/converter is easier to use or more 

powerful. Supports all major file-types. Explorer-style interface makes browsing 
and viewing fast and easy. Features included format conversion, full-screen 
viewing, resizing, image rotation, thumbnails, printing, zooming in or out, 
deleting and renaming files, and much more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\EZViewer

 Graphcat Clip Art Cataloger, Version 4.2
Author: Science Translations Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.graphcat.com/
Description: A set of macros for WordPerfect that read any directory and create a 

printable catalog of the graphics files they find. All graphics file formats 
supported by WordPerfect can be inventoried and cataloged, and any printer 
supported by WordPerfect may be used. Graphcat's printouts may be 
completely custom designed, or you can print at the default of 28 images per 
page. Each catalog can be identified with a title of your choice.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\Graphcat



 ImgViewer16, Version 1.34
Author: Arcata Pet Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.redshift.com/~arcatpet/
Description: A 16-bit Windows program for viewing and printing digital images in a 

variety of standard formats. Image formats supported include GIF, BMP, PCX, 
TGA, TIF, and JPG. GIF and PCX provide compression of 256-color images, while 
JPG provides compression for 16-million color images, thus saving disk space. 
Includes editing features and file conversion routines built in, which allow you to
change images to suit your needs.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\IV16

 ImgViewer32, Version 2.0
Author: Arcata Pet Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.redshift.com/~arcatpet/
Description: A program for viewing and printing digital images in a variety of 

standard formats. Image formats supported include GIF, BMP, PCX, TGA, TIF, 
JPG, and PNG. GIF, PNG, and PCX provide compression of 256-color images, 
while JPG and PNG provides compression for 16-million color images, thus 
saving disk space. Includes built-in editing features and file conversion routines 
which allow you to change images to suit your needs.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\IV32

 PolyView, Version 2.90.4
Author: PolyBytes
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.polybytes.com/
Description: A graphics viewer, conversion, and printing utility that has been 

optimized for use with Windows 95 and Windows NT. Supports most popular 
graphics image formats, including BMP, GIF, JPEG, PCX, Photo-CD (read-only), 
PNG, TARGA, TIFF, and many others. Sophisticated support for animated GIF 
creation and playback. TWAIN support for acquiring images from scanners and 
digital cameras. A wide variety of image appearance manipulation and filtering 
operations. Thumbnail and directory browsers included for image file 
management.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\PolyView

 Sifter, Version 1.63
Author: Oops! Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.oopsware.com/
Description: Sifter is a new type of image management utility. With Sifter, you will 

find it exceedingly easy to view, convert, sort and delete all common image 
formats. This software was written in response to a need that arose with the 



introduction of applications specifically designed to automatically download 
images from the Internet. After letting one of these applications run for several 
hours, I find myself with a directory full of images and no convenient way of 
sorting through them. Other image viewing applications are written to view, 
edit and save images. They are not designed to view and delete; Sifter is.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\Sifter

 Virtual F.I.D.O., Version 1.0.15
Author: AcroSoft Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.acrosoft.com/
Description: Virtual F.I.D.O. (Filing, Imaging, & Distributed Object) software provides 

the document imaging and information "object" management and 
organizational tools you need to achieve productivity improvement and 
eliminate information congestion by easily gathering, indexing, filing, and 
retrieving information in a timely fashion. As your 32-bit "working platform", 
Virtual F.I.D.O. uses a file cabinet and folder metaphor, allowing you to create 
unlimited cabinets that can contain unlimited folders which can hold unlimited 
"objects". These objects can be paper, photos, or any PC-based file such as 
word processing, spreadsheets, text files etc. Objects can be located and placed
on a local basis or over a wide area network. Virtual F.I.D.O. lets you load your 
information through direct scanning, object importing and object creating 
(without leaving your working platform) and you can label or index your 
information using long filenames. Your information can be exported or moved 
from one folder (or cabinet) to another using simple drag and drop operations. 
Virtual F.I.D.O. provides you with object, folder and/or cabinet security that can 
be enacted at your discretion using your passwords. Virtual F.I.D.O. provides 
search capabilities by title, date, media type, or keyword. Each created folder 
contains a comments log and individual objects within a folder can be notated 
with comments also.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\FIDO

 Visua, Version 2.3
Author: Fabrizio Pignotti
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://fabrizio.jth.it/delphi.htm
Description: Visua is a speedy program for viewing, converting and managing your 

graphics files. The program supports a multitude of file formats. Features 
include a Twain interface for scanning, a thumbnail viewer for previewing all the
images in a given directory, print preview capabilities, and more. Added special 
effects for your images (Blur, Oil Paint, Mosaic, Page Curl, Wave, Mirror, etc.). 
Added full file-management functions (move, copy, rename, etc.).

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\Visua

 Wang Imaging System
Author: AcroSoft Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.acrosoft.com/



Description: This Wang download is used with Virtual F.I.D.O. It is not needed if you 
are using Windows NT 4.0 (Wang Imaging is built-in) or if you have already 
downloaded the imaging system from the Wang or Kodak Web sites for use with
Windows 95.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\FIDOWang

 WinImages
Author: Black Belt Systems, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.intermarket.net/blackbelt/bx_home.html
Description: The single most powerful image processing and batch image operation 

tool available for the Windows operating environment. Enable different tools as 
you need them.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Image\WinImage

 OCR

 Cuneiform OCR, Version 3.0b
Author: Cognitive Technology Corporation
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.ocr.com/
Description: Cuneiform OCR is a furiously fast and extremely accurate OCR 

package. It has received numerous awards, including Best OCR software from 
CompuServe in May 1997, Best Software choice from Windows95.com, and the 
Editor's Choice Award--OCR products Category from Ziff-Davis in May 1995. This
software is not a demo. You get the fully functional version which can be 
registered after the trial period expires.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\OCR\Cune

 PAINT & DRAW APPLICATIONS

 DrawPlus 3 Trial, Version 3.0
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: Serif DrawPlus 3.0 is so easy to use to get professional results. Included

are more than 150+ drawing wizards and 17,500 clipart images and photos, 
400 fonts, photo editor, clipart and photo browser. Improved performance of a 
true 32-bit application, adherence to Windows 95 standards like tool hints, 
Wizards, right-click pop-up menus, long filenames and improved OLE support 
with full drag-and-drop. You can also e-mail publications directly from DrawPlus 
3.0.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\PDA\DrawPlus

 SCREEN CAPTURE



 Printscreen 95, Version 7
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: A print screen program for which allows you to print the full screen by 

simply pressing the Print Screen key on the keyboard, and print the active 
window using Alt+Print Screen. A Select Area option allows you to draw a 
rectangle using the mouse pointer, and print or save the contents of the 
rectangle. Full screen DOS sessions are also printed using the Print Screen key. 
16- and 24-bit color images are supported. Printscreen 95 can be used with any
Windows compatible graphics printer.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Graphics\Capture\PS95



 Software Category: INTERNET

 BROWSER ADD-ONS

 Cookie Crusher, Version 1.6
Author: The Limit Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.thelimitsoft.com/
Description: Cookie Crusher automatically rejects or accepts browser cookies for you. The program allows Web 
pages to load considerably faster since you no longer have to manually acknowledge each cookie. Cookie Crusher is
especially useful because you can make a list of sites that should and should not be allowed to set cookies. This 
feature gives freedom to trusted sites yet still protects your browsing privacy. Of course, Cookie Crusher can be 
configured to automatically reject all cookies as well.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Badd\Crusher

 eScout, Version 1.02
Author: EdiSys Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.edisys.com/
Description: The Web can be a daunting place. eScout is designed to get you to the information the Web has to offer,
without making you jump through hoops to get it. eScout combines your Internet Explorer Favorites and your 
Netscape Bookmarks into one convenient window. You can then open either one, in whatever browser you choose. 
eScout also includes over 200 searches from various sites on the Web, and even automatically fills in some form 
information for you. A handy Yellow Pages feature allows you to quickly search for sites on the Web.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Badd\eScout

 WebFerrett, Version 1.3001
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/
Description: WebFerret is the fastest way to find anything on the World Wide Web. You can find Web pages by 
simply entering a keyword and clicking "Find Now". Finds results almost immediately. The whole process--from 
launching WebFerret to receiving results--takes just a few minutes. WebFerret searches multiple, publicly accessible 
search engines simultaneously to ensure you get the most complete set of results. Searches can be narrowed by 
choosing to match all keywords specified, and by requesting the keywords to be treated as a phrase.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Badd\WebF

 CACHE VIEWERS

 Cachet, Version 1.05
Author: BenLo Park Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.benlo.com/
Description: Cachet is a floating toolbar accessory designed to recover documents stored in Netscape's disk cache. 
The text and date search allows quick retrieval of documents seen days or weeks ago. Recovered documents include 



all of the saved images associated with the original. Groups of documents can be copied to disk for later viewing 
offline or transfer to an associate.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Cache\Cachet

 CHAT CLIENTS

 IRC Tic-Tac-Toe, Version 2.0
Author: Crazy J Caffee
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.cjc.win.net/software/software.html
Description: IRC Tic-Tac-Toe is a program that will allow you to add some gamining fun to your chat experiences 
while on the Internet Relay Chat network. The program allows you and a friend to play Tic Tac Toe while you are 
chatting. Requires mIRC Version 4.52 or later.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Chat\TicTac

 IRCFerrett, Version 1.11
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/
Description: IRCFerret is the quickest way to find IRC users on the world's IRC networks. Find the IRC user you're 
looking for by simply entering a keyword and clicking "Find Now". Finds results almost immediately. Searches 
multiple IRC networks simultaneously to ensure you find whoever you're looking for wherever they are. Finds 
matches against every IRC user's host address, nickname, and description. Searches can be narrowed to include all 
keywords, or to find matches with any of your keywords. Allows different views and sorting of results.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Chat\IRCF

 Pow Wow, Version 3.5
Author: Tribal Voice
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.tribal.com/
Description: PowWow is a chat and communication program for the Web that allows you to locate and page other 
PowWow users. You can communicate by typing or by voice, and when connected to other users you may transfer 
files, view pictures of the persons you are connected to, cruise the Web together, or join in group chats of up to nine 
people. A Community mode is also supported which allows up to 75 people to communicate. PowWow provides a 
search function that allows you to locate and chat with other PowWow users based on geographic location, age, sex, 
profession, specific interests, and other profile information. When operating in server mode, users may set up their 
own Communities for friends and associates.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Chat\PowWow

 E-MAIL CLIENTS

 @ccess Mail, Version 1.02
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vamail.com/



Description: A simple-to-use e-mail client that provides features normally found in more expensive e-mail clients.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\Access

 Axio eGo, Version 5.2
Author: Axio, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.axio.com/
Description: eGo is an exciting, new approach to Internet communications. eGo is built on top of e-mail. The gurus 
tell us that we all spend approximately 70% of our "Internet time" using e-mail. That was no new news to the people
at Axio; we've been e-mailing for years. In that time, we've seen the good, the bad and the ugly of many e-mail tools.
So when we created eGo, we wanted to build a product that we would be happy to use day in and day out. We think 
we've accomplished that and hope that you will feel the same.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\eGo

 Calypso, Version 2.4
Author: Micro Computer Systems, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mcsdallas.com/
Description: An all new e-mail system designed to make exchanging e-mail across the Internet or intranets fast and 
convenient. Calypso includes all the standard e-mail features plus new state-of-the-art features to meet your real-
world e-mail needs.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\Calypso

 Eudora Light, Version 3.0.5
Author: QUALCOMM Incorporated
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://www.eudora.com/
Description: Eudora Light is one of the most popular free e-mail clients on the market. Includes many features only 
available in costly e-mail clients.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\Eudora

 MailPartner, Version 1.01
Author: Acropolis Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/Acropsoft/index.html
Description: An Internet mail client for Windows.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\MailPart

 Net Messenger, Version 1.0
Author: netMedia Technology Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.netmessenger.com/
Description: netMessenger is a modular messenging system that allows you to send, receive and manage your e-



mail. Right now. The set up instructions are a no-brainer, sending and receiving e-mail is a snap and filing and 
retrieving e-mail is about as hard as drinking water. Last year there was more e-mail sent in North America than 
there was snail mail sent in the entire world. Whether you're a novice or a power user, how much time do you want 
to spend on this? And if you're running a business, you know what that means. Money. netMessenger includes 
speed, lower cost, privacy and documented and verifiably delivered messages. Want to reach multiple recipients 
with minimal effort? No problem. Want to send a fax from within your e-mail environment? No problem. Want to 
explore push technology and have news and current events tailored to your interests and sent to your desktop? No 
problem. netMessenger delivers multiple mail boxes, password protection, stylized text, directory information, filter 
rules, junk mail blocking and a secure transaction environment. netMessenger delivers mail, news, weather, sports or
stock information in a manner which is easy, quick and cost effective to access.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\NetMsgr

 ProntoMail Family Edition
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: The power of full multimedia e-mail that's easy enough for every family member to use! The Family 
Edition brings family-friendly interfaces to e-mail. Appealing to all family members, ProntoMail Family Edition 
gives both children and adults powerful easy-to-use graphic and multimedia features. The colorful, jolly Blue Bear 
guides your youngsters' learning and creative skills as they send colorful, musical messages to electronic pen-pals 
around the world. They get a personal virtual home with different virtual rooms to explore.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMFam

 ProntoMail Professional Edition
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: ProntoMail Professional Edition brings you the most powerful e-mail on the market. Streamlined for 
increased power and speed, the ProntoMail Professional Edition supports all Internet e-mail standards. Message 
management has never been easier with the Professional Edition's automated replies and in-box customization. The 
professional edition has won a number of prestigious awards for feature richness and ease of use in demanding 
business environments.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMPro

 The Bat!, Version 1.00 1311
Author: RIT Research Labs
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.ritlabs.com/the_bat/
Description: The Bat! is one of smallest multi-account e-mail programs for Windows 95 and NT available, but its 
small size doesn't mean a lack of functionality. Features include multiple POP accounts, true multithreading, MIME 
and UUE standards, PGP support, APOP authorization, message sorting, fast and comfortable message editor with 
on-the-fly text highlighting, message templates, mail dispather for managing messages on-line, minimization to the 
system tray, and multimedia support. The Bat! is a truly international program. English, Russian, German, Dutch, 
Polish and Romanian interfaces are built-in.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\Bat



 Virtual Access Pro, Version 4.01
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.ashmount.com/
Description: The world's best e-mail and news reader software for the Internet. Virtual Access is unique in that it 
combines a powerful and feature-rich e-mail package and an automatic news reader enabling a user to pre-select 
from more than 30,000 newsgroup areas of specific interest to that user. Virtual Access puts the information on the 
server so that anyone in the enterprise can read it at Ethernet speeds, rather than Internet speeds. This program is the 
full Internet version of Virtual Access.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\VAPro

 Virtual Access Workgroup, Version 4.01
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.ashmount.com/
Description: The world's best e-mail and news reader software for the Internet, now in a workgroup version. Virtual 
Access is unique in that it combines a powerful and feature-rich e-mail package and an automatic news reader 
enabling a user to pre-select from more than 30,000 newsgroup areas of specific interest to that user. Virtual Access 
puts the information on the server so that anyone in the enterprise can read it at Ethernet speeds, rather than Internet 
speeds.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\VAWork

 Web Ink
Author: Sapient Technology, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.netrail.net/~sapient/
Description: A full-featured e-mail client developed explicitly for Windows 95 and NT systems. Web Ink is very 
easy to use. The Setup Wizard walks you through the process of setting up mail boxes. There are no multiple 
windows to navigate around. The uncrowded Tool Bar makes it easy to perform common tasks with just a mouse 
click. Includes support for multiple mail boxes. You can switch between mailbox accounts with a click of the mouse 
on the Tool Bar. Includes many other features too numerous to mention.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\WebInk

 E-MAIL UTILITIES

 EmailFerrett, Version 1.11
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/
Description: EmailFerret is the fastest way to find e-mail addresses on the Internet. Find the e-mail addresses of 
people by simply entering a name (or partial name) and clicking "Find Now". Results are returned almost 
immediately. Searches multiple, publicly accessible search engines simultaneously to ensure you get the most 
complete set of results. Searches can be narrowed down by specifying location and organization. Automatically 
discards duplicate results, allows different views and sorting of results.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\EmailU\EmailF



 Internet Mail Attendant, Version 8.1b
Author: Circle Computer Resources
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://ima.ccr.net/
Description: One computer, one modem. Internet Mail Attendant can retrieve multiple mail boxes with multiple 
aliases and transfer incoming messages to your Workgroup Postoffice, as well as sending Internet mail. You set the 
timer for dialing from one minute to every couple of hours. Give it a try before you spend big $$$ on a dedicated 
server. Internet Mail Attendant must run on a Windows 95 system, although your actual Exchange post office can be 
on a different machine in your network.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\EmailU\IMA

 MailTalkX, Version 2.2
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: A unique new e-mail monitoring utility whose features include audible and visual notification of    
incoming e-mail, automatic updating, log file maintenance, SPAM filtering, and individual WAV file settings. 
MailTalkX will even allow for unlimited e-mail accounts. All features are fully configurable by the user. Also 
included in the package is a selection of prerecorded WAV files that may be used as is or edited by the user for some 
hilarious composites. MailTalkX main window displays all incoming mail in a hierarchical format. Each account has
it's own mailbox icon with all e-mails associated with that account neatly arranged under it.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\EmailU\MailTalk

 ProntoMail British English Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A British spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMBrit

 ProntoMail Dutch Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A Dutch spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMDutch

 ProntoMail Finnish Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A Finnish spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.



Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMFinn

 ProntoMail French Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A French spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMFren

 ProntoMail German Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A German spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMGer

 ProntoMail Italian Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A Italian spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMItal

 ProntoMail Swedish Dictionary
Author: CommTouch Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.commtouch.com/
Description: A Swedish spell-check dictionary for use with either ProntoMail Family Edition or ProntoMail 
Professional Edition.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Email\PMSwed

 FTP CLIENTS

 AutoFTP, Version 1.1
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: Client software for transferring files over the Internet or any TCP/IP network.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\AutoFTP



 eFTP Explorer, Version 1.1
Author: EdiSys Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.edisys.com/
Description: Designed from the beginning to keep file transfers as hassle-free as possible, eFTP Explorer does just 
that by presenting FTP sites in a familiar Explorer-type interface. With a tree view on the left, changeable file view 
on the right, and Internet Explorer/Office 97 "buttonless buttons" eFTP Explorer makes you instantly productive 
with virtually any FTP site on the Internet.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\eFTP

 FTP Voyager (English), Version 5.0.2.2
Author: Rhino Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rhinosoft.com/RhinoSoft/index.htm
Description: An FTP client for Windows 95 and NT which allows you to perform FTP operations in the same way 
you normally perform file operations. FTP Voyager can connect to nearly any FTP Site, whether it's a UNIX site or a
Windows NT site. FTP Voyager looks and feels like the Windows Explorer, in fact, you can even drag and drop files 
between them. This is the English version of the program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\FTPVEng

 FTP Voyager (French), Version 3.0.1.7
Author: Rhino Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rhinosoft.com/RhinoSoft/index.htm
Description: An FTP client for Windows 95 and NT which allows you to perform FTP operations in the same way 
you normally perform file operations. FTP Voyager can connect to nearly any FTP Site, whether it's a UNIX site or a
Windows NT site. FTP Voyager looks and feels like the Windows Explorer, in fact, you can even drag and drop files 
between them. This is the French version of the program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\FTPVFr

 FTP Voyager (German), Version 4.0.2.0
Author: Rhino Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rhinosoft.com/RhinoSoft/index.htm
Description: An FTP client for Windows 95 and NT which allows you to perform FTP operations in the same way 
you normally perform file operations. FTP Voyager can connect to nearly any FTP Site, whether it's a UNIX site or a
Windows NT site. FTP Voyager looks and feels like the Windows Explorer, in fact, you can even drag and drop files 
between them. This is the German version of the program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\FTPVGer

 FTP Voyager (Spanish), Version 5.0.1.1
Author: Rhino Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program



More Information: http://www.rhinosoft.com/RhinoSoft/index.htm
Description: An FTP client for Windows 95 and NT which allows you to perform FTP operations in the same way 
you normally perform file operations. FTP Voyager can connect to nearly any FTP Site, whether it's a UNIX site or a
Windows NT site. FTP Voyager looks and feels like the Windows Explorer, in fact, you can even drag and drop files 
between them. This is the Spanish version of the program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\FTP\FTPVSp

 GENERAL

 BlackWidow, Version 3.5
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: This program is, put simply, a site ripper. Browse or download files from any Web site a la Windows 95
Explorer. BlackWidow is a site browser that will completely reconstruct a Web site in an FTP-like window. The 
site's profile is presented in a Windows 95 Explorer format showing file sizes and last modified dates. It can be used 
to download all files (or selectively across folders) from a Web site. You may save the site's profile for later use 
(.web files) and/or merge other profiles together. BlackWidow consists of two separate programs operating 
independently from each other. You may download from a Web site while another is having it's profile constructed. 
Multiple instances are supported, as well as unlimited simultaneous downloads from any Web site. Long file names 
are supported as well as all linked extensions.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\Black

 DynamIP, Version 3.02
Author: Chris Mueller
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://crubelier.stanford.edu/~cmu/
Description: DynamIP is a multi-functional Internet utility for Windows 95 or NT 4. Its eight major features are: 
DUN/RAS dialer with event-driven program launcher, Uploader (Dynamic IP address poster), DIPS client, POP 
mail checker, IPchat, WEBchat, HTTPscan, and PC clock synchronizer. DynamIP does all this with minimal drag on
your CPU and you can have it running at all times, whether you're logged on to the Internet or not.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\DynamIP

 EoHex, Version 1.6
Author: EoSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://vtg.org/bsmith/index.shtml
Description: A powerful, easy-to-use RGB to Hexidecimal converter for picking and testing colors for your Web 
page.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\EoHex

 FileFerrett, Version 1.11
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/



Description: FileFerret is the quickest way to find a file you may be interested in, whatever its source may be. Find 
the file you're looking for by simply entering a keyword and clicking "Find Now". Finds results almost immediately.
Searches multiple Archie servers and popular Web-based databases simultaneously. Searches can be narrowed down 
by specifying location and choosing to match all of the keywords. Automatically discards duplicate results, allows 
different views and sorting of results.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\FileF

 HIDX, Version 0.76
Author: BenLo Park Software
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://www.benlo.com/
Description: HIDX is an indexing and search utility for Web surfers and Webmasters who have created or saved 
more HTML documents and small graphic images on their local PC than they can easily manage. The output from 
HIDX is a set of browsable HTML documents with links to all of the documents and images matching the search 
criteria in a given directory, or directory tree.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\HIDX

Hit List Standard, Version 3.0
Author: MarketWave
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.marketwave.com/
Description: You need professional-quality analysis today to satisfy immediate needs but your budget is tight. Your 
site is growing, adding new clients every week. You've looked at stop-gap solutions like WebTrends and similar 
shareware products but you know that your reporting needs will grow with your web site. You need a tool from a 
company that can satisfy both your immediate and future needs through scaleablility. Most importantly, you need 
something that works perfectly with your Web server. Hit List Standard is your answer. Marketwave listened to the 
requests made by the 10,000+ users to add even more power and flexibility in showing the important traffic trends. 
This version is unsupported, and works for free.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\HitListS

 Internet Control Center, Version 6.01
Author: UsefulWare, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.usefulware.com/icc.html
Description: Internet Control Center (ICC) automates connecting and disconnecting with your Internet provider and 
will monitor your modem connection status. You can run all your Internet applications using the ICC toolbar while 
keeping your desktop neat and uncluttered. ICC's advanced batch operations provide one-touch opening of your 
favorite applications once connected. The interface can be customized to suit your needs, with multiple layouts and 
user-configured button titles.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\ICC

 Internet Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: Gives you an easy way to gather and organize information about all the Internet resources: World Wide 



Web pages, Gophers, FTP sites, e-mail addresses, and news groups. Using a notebook-like interface (complete with 
alphabetical tabs), the program stores all the information you might need to track. Internet Organizer comes with a 
large selection of current hot sites, and lets you add your own by importing bookmark files or by automatically 
importing the address displayed in your browser.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\IntOrg

 Internet Rover, Version 1.1a
Author: J. River, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: A very friendly Internet companion. Rover retrieves the software you need from the Internet and sets it 
up on your PC. It has a map file which lists re commended Internet shareware, and it can also be used to buy 
software with a credit card. Rover allows secure credit card purchases of any file from anywhere on the Internet.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\Rover

 Net Probe, Version 1.0.1.9
Author: Rhino Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rhinosoft.com/RhinoSoft/index.htm
Description: Net Probe is a site list maintenance utility. It scans for FTP and Web sites, and checks them to see if 
they are alive or have changed since the last time the site was checked. You no longer have to spend hours keeping 
track of whether your favorite sites on the Internet are up or down, Net Probe can check them all for you in about the
time it would take you to check one. It is multi-threaded, easy-to-use, and works with FTP Voyager.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\NetProbe

 Network Toolbox, Version 3.0
Author: J. River, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jriver.com/
Description: Network Toolbox is an easy to use network utility program which combines ten individual applications 
such as Ping, Traceroute, Whois, and Time Sync (to set your PC clock).
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\Toolbox

 PhoneFerrett, Version 1.11
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/
Description: PhoneFerret is the fastest way to find telephone numbers on the Internet. Find the telephone numbers of
people in the USA by simply entering a name and clicking "Find Now". Finds results almost immediately. Searches 
multiple, publicly accessible search engines simultaneously to ensure you get the most complete set of results. 
Searches can be narrowed down by specifying city and state. Automatically discards duplicate results, allows 
different views and sorting of results.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\PhoneF



 QVT/Net, Version 4.1.5
Author: QPC Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.frontiernet.net/~qpcsoft/
Description: QVT/Net is a 32-bit suite of TCP/IP utilities for Windows 95 and Windows NT. Includes frequently-
used Internet tools such as Network Virtual Terminal, FTP (File Transfer) client, Electronic Mail client, Usenet 
News reader, Web Browser, FTP server, and SMTP server.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\Qnet

 QVT/Term, Version 4.1.5
Author: QPC Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.frontiernet.net/~qpcsoft/
Description: QVT/Term is the terminal module first made available with QVT/Net. Both network and serial-port 
communications are supported.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\Qterm

 QVT/Term Plus, Version 4.1.5
Author: QPC Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.frontiernet.net/~qpcsoft/
Description: QVT/Term Plus includes the terminal, FTP client, and FTP server modules first made available with 
QVT/Net.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\QTPlus

 ServerTrak, Version 1.4
Author: Know-It Software Products
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://know-it.com/
Description: A 32-bit Windows program for monitoring Web servers or any network node. Allows entry of up to 100
HTTPD servers/port combinations or network IP nodes to monitor. User may designate the frequency of monitoring 
by setting the number of seconds between tests. Reporting may be accomplished in either or both of two ways. A log
file may be produced showing results of all attempts, or just attempts resulting in no response (i.e., failure). A report 
file may also be produced in either text or HTML format showing the current status of all servers, suitable for 
viewing via Internet Web browsers. The program may optionally be set to AutoStart so that it may be placed in the 
STARTUP group of the user's system.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\ServerTrak

 WebTrak, Version 1.7.1
Author: Know-It Software Products
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://know-it.com/
Description: WebTrak provides basic HTTPD log analysis and reporting. WebTrak reads any given CERN formatted
log [Common Log File Format (NCSA)] from a text file and produces a report in HTML format suitable for viewing
with your Web browser. WebTrak produces statistical report and bar graphs in HTML.



Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\General\WebTrak

 HTML EDITORS

 Aardvark Pro HTML Editor, Version 3.0.0
Author: TMGNetwork
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.tmgnet.com/aardvark/
Description: A great HTML editor that includes tons of features. Aardvark Pro is fast and easy to run. It allows you 
to work with huge files (up to 16 MB) and includes features such as a project manager, URL library feature, 
bookmarks, tabbing between documents, TWAIN support, built-in preview, Wizards, and a host of other features.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\Aardvark

 Agile HTML Editor, Version 1.10
Author: Compware
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.compware.demon.co.uk/index.html
Description: Apart from your Web browser, Agile HTML Editor is all you need to create and maintain your Web 
site. Agile is a professional Web authoring package which takes the hard work out of being a Webmaster. It supports 
all the main HTML standards and includes comprehensive reference material on HTML.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\Agile

 CoffeeCup HTML Editor++ 98, Version 4.7
Author: CoffeeCup Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.coffeecup.com
Description: The CoffeeCup HTML Editor++ has 100 animated GIFs and 20 JavaScript applets built in. It also has 
10 VBScript with ActiveX for Internet Explorer users and 30 cool backgrounds for everyone. Includes a cool table 
Wizard, an internal browser for testing or surfing the Web, image previewing of GIFs and JPGs, and a great on-line 
imagemap for interface help. The HTML Editor also features a color Wizard, drag & drop interface (from files to 
documents or from document to document), and multiple page creation and testing.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\Coffee

 FlexED, Version 2.4b
Author: Infoflex Pty Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.infoflex.com.au/flexed.htm
Description: FlexED HTML Editor is a Powerful, yet simple HTML authoring tool, suitable for the beginner to the 
professional HTML author. This product is highlighted by its ease of use, the endless list of features and wizards, 
functionality and price. FlexED is also backed by a highly skilled team of support and programming professionals.    
With all the features in FlexED, we have maintained its resource usage and kept its footprint to under 1 megabyte in 
size.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\FlexED



 FormPost Edit, Version 1.6
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A special text editor for those of us who have to contend with posted Web forms. It has many fine 
features, but is quite small and loads very quickly. In addition to the many standard editing capabilities that the 
program has, its specialty is interpreting the extraneous characters contained in posted Web forms, turning them into 
easily readable text. Of course FormPost Edit can then either save or rename the form, as you wish, and also send it 
to your printer.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\FormPost

 Hippie 97, Version 2.0
Author: Trout Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://pages.prodigy.com/Hippie/
Description: Hippie is the only truly user-friendly Hypertext Markup Language Editor--creating your own piece of 
Cyberspace is simple! With Hippie, you can actually see what your completed HTML page will look like as you 
write it. Hippie's Side-by-side Editor eliminates the hassle of switching between your HTML document and your 
local browser, saving you valuable time. The built-in spell-check function makes sure all your Web pages are letter-
perfect. You must have Microsoft Internet Explorer (Version 3.0 or higher) installed on your system for Hippie 97 to 
display the browser view.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\Hippie

 JMK HTML Editor, Version 4.01
Author: JMK Productions
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://jmk.simplenet.com/
Description: A powerful and easy-to-use Web design tool. The program is toolbar based, giving you many 
capabilities. Includes support for all HTML tags up to version 3.2. Also includes style sheets, a Web browser, a built-
in previewing system, an HTML document Wizard, a find Wizard, a color picker, and lots more to help you with 
your HTML design.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\JMKHTML

 Web Weaver, Version 97.5
Author: McWeb Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mcwebsoftware.com/
Description: Web Weaver is the easiest and most comprehensive Windows-based HTML editor available. This 
feature-rich Web page authoring tool makes creating Web pages simple, easy and fun. Web Weaver's Wizards help 
you to create professional, eye-catching Web pages. Web Weaver is the ultimate editor for creating all of your 
Internet/intranet Web pages.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\WebWeave

 Web-O-Rama, Version 3.46
Author: The Computer Guys



This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://people.delphi.com/krgunn/index.html
Description: A full-featured HTML editor with numerous handy tools, including forms for adding body and font 
information, special characters, hex values, images, links, lists, rules, sound, tables, and much more. Users can 
preview files in two browsers of their choice. A frames form helps create framed pages. Files of any size can be 
opened, edited, and saved. HTML tags can be colored when opening files or at any time. Many additional features, 
including estimated download time for graphics and a form for adding metaname information. Options to convert all
tags to lowercase, uppercase, or to use lowercase or uppercase tags.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\WebOPad

 webMASTER Pro, Version 2.0
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/webmaster.shtml
Description: Top-rated HTML editor and Web site manager/analyzer. Project-oriented design allows you to easily 
create, edit, and organize your entire Web site, with easy previewing.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLEd\WMPro

 HTML UTILITIES

 InfoCourier, Version 1.34
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: An HTML compiler. The ideal way to distribute information, this program allows you to produce a 
royalty free Windows executable (.exe) file that contains a sophisticated browser with the HTML and graphics built-
in as a self-contained package.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\InfoCour

 Java Perk
Author: McWeb Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mcwebsoftware.com/
Description: Want to add great animations, dynamic buttons, and special effects to your Web pages? Now you can 
do it easily with Java Perk. Stop wondering how the pros make their Web pages come to life with animated effects 
and interactive buttons. Java Perk does it all for you. Java Perk makes it easy for anyone to create dynamic Web 
pages without knowing any Java at all!
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\JavaPerk

 JMK JavaScript Author, Version 2.0
Author: JMK Productions
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://jmk.simplenet.com/
Description: A utility that helps you easily insert JavaScript in your Web pages, making your pages look prettier and 
more functional. To help you more, useful utilities have been included, like the Condition Wizard.



Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\JMKJava

 Linkbot, Version 3.5
Author: Tetranet Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.tetranetsoftware.com/
Description: Linkbot is an award-winning suite of Web site management utilities that help you track down and repair
problems on your site. Linkbot contains all the tools you need to automate site management and maintain an error-
free site. Linkbot can locate broken links, identify orphaned (unused) files, find pages that cause bottlenecks, map 
the structure of your site, organize site maintenance, schedule analysis, and improve the overall quality of your site.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\Linkbot

 Pad-O-Rama, Version 2.01
Author: The Computer Guys
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://people.delphi.com/krgunn/index.html
Description: A toolbar-based helper application for experienced HTML authors. The program copies code for such 
things as fonts, colors, links, sounds, lists, tables, frames, and images to the Clipboard, where it can then be pasted 
into HTML documents. This is not a stand-alone program but must be used in combination with a text editor such as
Notepad. Intuitive forms for the various parameters and a lot of neat features.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\PadORama

 WebPosition, Version 1.04
Author: Innovative Solutions & Technologies, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webposition.com/
Description: WebPosition leads the industry as the first software product to give you the ability to monitor and 
improve your rankings on all the major Internet search engines. With WebPosition you'll finally know how you rank 
every week with every engine. WebPosition saves you many hours of work every week by consistently and 
comprehensively monitoring your Web site’s search positions while alerting you to problems. With WebPosition 
you’ll have the reports you need to make improvements, correct problems, and thereby increase your Web site’s 
traffic without spending a penny in advertising!
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\HTMLU\Position

 IMAGE MAP UTILITIES

 Agile ColorWeb
Author: Compware
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.compware.demon.co.uk/index.html
Description: The purpose of Agile ColorWeb is to make color selection for your Web pages quick and easy, and 
above all, to make sure the colors you choose will appear correctly when viewed by others. The problem with color 
on Web pages is that unless you choose your colors carefully, they will appear incorrectly when viewed on a range 
of machines using different kinds of display. This can make your carefully designed graphics and color schemes 
look a complete mess. Worst of all, you won't know about it! ColorWeb will save you this embarassment. Of course 



there may be times when you know this isn't a problem, so ColorWeb doesn't prevent you from choosing particular 
colors, it just makes it easy for you to pick the ones most appropriate for your web pages.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Image\Agile

 CoffeeCup Image Mapper++, Version 2.1
Author: CoffeeCup Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.coffeecup.com
Description: The CoffeeCup Image Mapper++ is a full-featured image map editor. A wide range of features makes 
working with image maps a snap.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Image\Coffee

 NEWS READERS

 @ccess News, Version 1.02
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vamail.com/
Description: A simple-to-use news reader that provides features normally found in more expensive readers.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\News\Access

 @ccess Pro, Version 1.02
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vamail.com/
Description: A simple-to-use news reader that provides features normally found in more expensive readers. Includes 
the capability to access up to 99 e-mail or news server using a simple interface.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\News\Apro

 NewsFerrett, Version 1.11
Author: FerretSoft, LLC
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.webferret.com/
Description: NewsFerret allows users to search for USENET news articles for a topic of interest, without having to 
access each newsgroup separately. Find the USENET news articles you're interested in by simply entering a 
keyword and clicking "Find Now". Finds results almost immediately. Searches multiple newsgroups for all possible 
matches to your keywords. Searches can be narrowed by specifying to match all keywords for both the article 
subject and newsgroup. Automatically joins multi-part messages together and decodes binary attachments. Allows 
different views and sorting of results.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\News\NewsF

 PING APPLICATIONS



 PingTrak, Version 1.0
Author: Know-It Software Products
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://know-it.com/
Description: A simple 32-bit Windows program that will automatically issue a 'PING' to a designated IP address 
periodically as determined by the user. This is useful for determining network accessibility to a site and that site's 
status.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \Internet\Ping\PingTrak



 Software Category: MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS

 DEMONSTRATIONS

 Professional Car Driving Simulator
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: This is a demonstration of a virtual reality training complex to teach 

professional car driving. The complex consists of a dynamic cockpit, a system of
dynamics modelling and a real-time visual modelling system. The visual 
modelling system is Pentium-based and provides a resolution of 640x480. 
Features include textures, fog, gouraud, opacity - all that together provides very
realistic appearance. This demo works best in the DOS mode of Windows 95.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\Demos\Auto

 Space Station MIR Interior
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: This is a virtual reality model of the interior of one of modules of the 

Russian space station, MIR, designed to help NASA astronauts to get acquainted
with the actual module equipment before they have to deal with the real one. 
The model is functional, that is, it models not only the look of the interior, but 
also the behavior of the equipment, both audio and visual. The virtual module is
filled with lots of virtual equipment having various buttons and controls. The 
trainee can navigate through the module and operate the controls. This demo 
works best in the DOS mode of Windows 95.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\Demos\MIR

 Virtual Reality Catalog
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: Virtual Realty Catalog is virtual reality software, mainly for real estate 

companies. Every "showpiece" in a catalog is a VR model of a building, allowing
the user to navigate around and inside the building, as if being there. Any such 
catalog is going to have a set of models of buildings offered by a company, and 
is going to be custom-assembled. The catalogs are going to improve their 
customer service, offering a convenient means to select a subset of suitable 
variants out of large number, even right at the customer's place. This demo 
works best in the DOS mode of Windows 95.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\Demos\Catalog

 GENERAL



 Background Noise, Version 1.6
Author: P & J's Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/pjsoftware/index.html
Description: An MCI media file player. Plays AVI, WAV, MIDI (RMI & MIDI), and CD 

audio tracks in an unlimited list format in any combination.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\BGNoise

 Birthplace of Liberty
Author: PC WholeWare
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.pcww.com/index.html
Description: An 8-minute multimedia story of the first battle in American 

Revoluation war. This presentation is made to work with Slim Show.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\Liberty

 DDClip Free, Version 2.21
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: DDClip Free is designed for video clips scoring, creating audio 

commercials, synchronizing voice with music. You can create, save, restore and 
playback a project of many sound tracks. A prominent feature of the editor is 
the speed of the playback, especially for it's audio part - DDClip is able to mix 
several sound tracks in real time. This is the freeware version of the software.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\DDCFree

 DDClip Full, Version 2.21
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: DDClip Full is designed for video clips scoring, creating audio 

commercials, synchronizing voice with music. You can create, save, restore and 
playback a project of many sound tracks. A prominent feature of the editor is 
the speed of the playback, especially for it's audio part - DDClip is able to mix 
several sound tracks in real time. This is a shareware version of the software. It 
includes more features than either DDClip Free or DDClip Lite, but only allows 
you to export up to 10 seconds without registering.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\DDCFull

 DDClip Lite, Version 2.21
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: DDClip Lite is designed for video clips scoring, creating audio 



commercials, synchronizing voice with music. You can create, save, restore and 
playback a project of many sound tracks. A prominent feature of the editor is 
the speed of the playback, especially for it's audio part - DDClip is able to mix 
several sound tracks in real time. This is a shareware version of the software. It 
includes more features than DDClip Free, but only allows you to export up to 10 
seconds without registering.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\DDCLite

 DDClip Sample
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: A sample file for use with DDClip.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\DDCDemo

 DDTitle
Author: SoftLab Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softlab-nsk.com/
Description: DDTitle is designed to facilitate creation of titles for multimedia. You 

can enter any text with any TrueType font that is available in your system and 
apply any sequence of effects to it. The effects include color fill, contouring, 
chamfer (straight or rounded), radiation, shadow (with fuzzy or clear-cut edge). 
You can combine and repeat those effects, creating different images. The 
effects can be applied not only to the text but to any other graphical element, 
like a circle, a square, a vertical/horizontal line. DDTitle provides high-speed 
title generation even when several complex 3D-effects are used.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\DDTitle

 Flashview, Version 2.0
Author: Inertia Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.io.com/~wilsong/
Description: A very useful utility for anyone who frequently works with a variety of 

different graphics and multimedia formats. The program handles virtually all 
the most common file formats and many of the more obscure file types as well. 
Flashview is simple and easy to use. Using an Explorer-like folder tree, the user 
selects the file to view and the program displays a small thumbnail view. Files 
can also be viewed full size with an internal viewer or opened with the program 
of your choice. Users can also browse images using the new Flashview NavBar. 
A stay-on-top toolbar to browse, zoom, or save your files. Flashview is an 
invaluable resource for anyone doing Web pages, working in painting programs 
or just browsing their picture or sound collections. Regardless of how many 
graphic files you have, Flashview offers a very simple and utilitarian way to 
view and organize your graphic images.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Multimed\General\Flash



 SlideShow Pro
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The fast, easy way to throw together a demonstration or presentation 

on your PC. Select the colors, pictures, text, and sound for each slide, drag and 
drop different items to position them just right, and you have a simple 
slideshow in just minutes. Move forward and back through the slide order with 
the left and right mouse buttons. Very easy to use. Great for continuously 
running demos at a store or tradeshow.
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 Slim Show, Version 2.1
Author: PC WholeWare
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.pcww.com/index.html
Description: Lets you create and play professional looking, interactive multimedia 

projects.
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 PRESENTATION APPLICATIONS

 ASAP WordPower 95
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: ASAP WordPower is a revolutionary personal presentation application 

that lets even non-graphics users create effective visuals in just minutes. ASAP 
WordPower is designed for two types of users. The first group is comprised of 
non-graphics users who want to increase the power, persuasiveness and quality
of their communications in reports, handouts and presentations. These people 
may be intimidated by traditional presentation packages and prefer to use a 
word processor to create slides. The second group consists of users of 
traditional presentation packages who would like to create a quick, easy 
presentation in a fraction of the time their current program takes.
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 Harvard Spotlight, Version 2.0
Author: Software Publishing Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.spco.com/
Description: The best way to deliver, rehearse, and organize all your presentations. 

With Harvard Spotlight, your PC becomes a powerful and easy-to-use control 
panel that makes you a more polished presenter. If you want to present with 
total confidence and look your absolute best, download your free demo disk 
and take a close look at what Harvard Spotlight can do for you!
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 Software Category: PHOTOS

 EARTH

 Apollo 17 View of Earth
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nasa.gov/
Description: View of the Earth as seen by the Apollo 17 crew traveling toward the 

moon on December 7, 1972. This translunar coast photograph extends from the
Meditierranean Sea area to the Antarctica south polar ice cap. This is the first 
time the Apollo trajectory made it possible to photograph the south polar ice 
cap. Note the heavy cloud cover in the southern hemisphere. Almost the entire 
coastline of Africa is clearly visible. The Arabian Peninsula can be seen at the 
northeastern edge of Africa. The large island off the coast of Africa is the 
Malagasy Republic. The Asian mainland is on the horizon toward the northeast.
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 Boston, Massachusetts
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This image of the area surrounding Boston, Massachusetts, shows how 

a spaceborne radar system distinguishes between densely populated urban 
areas and nearby areas that are relatively unsettled. The bright white area at 
the right center of the image is downtown Boston. The wide river below and to 
the left of the city is the Charles River in Boston's Back Bay neighborhood. The 
dark green patch to the right of the Back Bay is Boston Common. A bridge 
across the north end of Back Bay connects the cities of Boston and Cambridge. 
The light green areas that dominate most of the image are the suburban 
communities surrounding Boston. The many ponds that dot the region appear 
as dark irregular spots. Many densely populated urban areas show up as red in 
the image due to the alignment of streets and buildings to the incoming radar 
beam. North is toward the upper left. The image was acquired on October 9, 
1994, by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar as 
it flew aboard the space shuttle Endeavour. This area is centered at 42.4 
degrees North latitude, 71.2 degrees West longitude. The area shown is 
approximately 37 km by 18 km (23 miles by 11 miles).
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 Goes-8 View of Earth
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://pao.gsfc.nasa.gov/gsfc/earth/pictures/earthpic.htm
Description: This image was acquired from the GOES-8 Imager by the Laboratory for

Atmosphere's, at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. It was taken on 
September 2, 1994, using two channels of the Imager to produce a "natural 
color" effect.
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 Hampton Roads, Virginia
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This image shows the Hampton Roads, Virginia region, where the James

River (upper left center) flows into the Chesapeake Bay. The city of Norfolk is 
the bright area on the peninsula in the lower center. Norfolk is home to a large 
naval base, part of which can be seen as the bright white port facilities near the
center of the image. The cities of Hampton and Newport News occupy the 
peninsula in the upper right of the image. The dark blue areas on this peninsula
are the runways of Langley Air Force Base, which also houses NASA's Langley 
Research Center. Forested areas, including suburbs, appear as green on the 
image. Cities appear as green, white and orange. The purple areas along the 
shorelines are wetlands; blue areas are cleared for agricultural use. Faint ship 
wakes can be seen in the water behind ships entering and leaving Hampton 
Roads. Scientists are using radar images like this one to study delicate coastal 
environments and the effects of urbanization and other human activities on the 
ecosystem and landscape. The image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging 
Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture (SIR-C/X-SAR) imaging radar when it flew 
aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on October 5, 1994. The image is centered
at 36.9 degrees north latitude, 76.4 degrees west longitude. North is towards 
the upper right. The area shown is 37 kilometers by 29 kilometers (23 miles by 
18 miles).
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 Honolulu, Hawaii
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This spaceborne radar image shows the city of Honolulu, Hawaii and 

adjacent areas on the island of Oahu. Honolulu lies on the south shore of the 
island, along the bottom of this image. Diamond Head, an extinct volcanic 
crater, is seen in the lower right. The bright white strip left of Diamond Head is 
the Waikiki Beach area. Further west are the downtown area and harbor. 
Runways of the airport can be seen in the lower left. The Koolau mountain 
range runs through the center of the image. The steep cliffs on the north side of
the range are thought to be remnants of massive landslides that ripped apart 
the volcanic mountains that built the island thousands of years ago. On the 
North shore of the island are the Mokapu peninsula and Kaneohe Bay. Densely 
vegetated areas appear green in this radar image, while urban areas generally 
appear orange, red or white. Images such as this can be used by land use 
planners to monitor urban development and its effect on the tropical 
environment. The image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-
Band Synthetic Aperture Radar onboard the space shuttle Endeavour on 
October 6, 1994. The image is 20.6 kilometers by 31.0 kilometers (12.8 miles 
by 19.2 miles) and is centered at 21.4 degrees North latitude, 157.8 degrees 
West longitude. North is toward the upper left.
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 Houston, Texas
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This image of Houston, Texas, shows the amount of detail that is 

possible to obtain using spaceborne radar imaging. Images such as this--
obtained by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar 
flying aboard the space shuttle Endeavor--can become an effective tool for 
urban planners who map and monitor land use patterns in urban, agricultural 
and wetland areas. Central Houston appears pink and white in the upper 
portion of the image, outlined and crisscrossed by freeways. The image was 
obtained on October 10, 1994. The area shown is 100 kilometers by 60 
kilometers (62 miles by 38 miles) and is centered at 29.38 degrees North 
latitude, 95.1 degrees West longitude. North is toward the upper left. The pink 
areas designate urban development while the green- and blue-patterned areas 
are agricultural fields. Black areas are bodies of water, including Galveston Bay 
along the right edge and the Gulf of Mexico at the bottom of the image. 
Interstate 45 runs from top to bottom through the image. The narrow island at 
the bottom of the image is Galveston Island, with the city of Galveston at its 
northeast (right) end. The dark cross in the upper center of the image is Hobby 
Airport. Ellington Air Force Base is visible below Hobby on the other side of 
Interstate 45. Clear Lake is the dark body of water in the middle right of the 
image. The green square just north of Clear Lake is Johnson Space Center, 
home of Mission Control and the astronaut training facilities. The black 
rectangle with a white center that appears to the left of the city center is the 
Houston Astrodome.
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 Laughlin, Nevada
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This space image illustrates the recent rapid urban development 

occurring along the lower Colorado River at the Nevada/Arizona state line. Lake 
Mohave is the dark feature that occupies the river valley in the upper half of the
image. The lake is actually a reservoir created behind Davis Dam, the bright 
white line spanning the river near the center of the image. The dam, completed
in 1953, is used both for generating electric power and regulating the river's 
flow downstream. Straddling the river south of Davis Dam, shown in white and 
bright green, are the cities of Laughlin, Nevada (west of the river) and Bullhead 
City, Arizona (east of the river). The runway of the Laughlin, Bullhead City 
Airport is visible as a dark strip just East of Bullhead City. The area has 
experienced rapid growth associated with the gambling industry in Laughlin 
and on the Fort Mojave Indian Reservation to the south. The community of 
Riviera is the bright green area in a large bend of the river in the lower left part 
of the image. Complex drainage patterns and canyons are the dark lines seen 
throughout the image. Radar is a useful tool for studying these patterns 
because of the instrument's sensitivity to roughness, vegetation and subtle 
topographic differences. This image is 50 kilometers by 35 kilometers (31 miles 



by 22 miles) and is centered at 35.25 degrees North latitude, 114.67 degrees 
West longitude. North is toward the upper right. The image was acquired by the
Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar on April 13, 
1994, onboard the space shuttle Endeavour.
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 Maui, Hawaii
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This spaceborne radar image shows the "Valley Island" of Maui, Hawaii.

The cloud-penetrating capabilities of radar provide a rare view of many parts of 
the island, since the higher elevations are frequently shrouded in clouds. The 
light blue and yellow areas in the lowlands near the center are sugar cane 
fields. The three major population centers, Lahaina on the left at the western tip
of island, Wailuku left of center, and Kihei in the lower center appear as small 
yellow, white or purple mottled areas. West Maui volcano, in the lower left, is 
1,800 meters high (5,900 feet) and is considered extinct. The entire eastern 
half of the island consists of East Maui volcano, which rises to an elevation of 
3,200 meters (10,500 feet) and features a spectacular crater called Haleakala 
at its summit. The multi-wavelength capability of the SIR-C radar also permits 
differences in the vegetation cover on the middle flanks of East Maui to be 
identified. Rain forests appear in yellow, while grassland is shown in dark green,
pink and blue. Radar images such as this one are being used by scientists to 
understand volcanic processes and to assess potential threats that future 
activity may pose to local populations. This image was acquired by Spaceborne 
Imaging Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar onboard the space shuttle 
Endeavour on April 16, 1994. The image is 73.7 kilometers by 48.7 kilometers 
(45.7 miles by 30.2 miles) and is centered at 20.8 degrees North latitude, 156.4
degrees West longitude. North is toward the upper left.
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 New Orleans, Louisiana
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This image of the area surrounding the city of New Orleans, Louisiana, 

demonstrates the ability of multi-frequency imaging radar to distinguish 
different types of land cover. The dark area in the center is Lake Pontchartrain. 
The thin line running across the lake is a causeway connecting New Orleans to 
the city of Mandeville. Lake Borgne is the dark area in the lower right of the 
image. The Mississippi River appears as a dark, wavy line in the lower left. The 
white dots on the Mississippi are ships. The French Quarter is the brownish 
square near the left center of the image. Lakefront Airport, a field used mostly 
for general aviation, is the bright spot near the center, jutting out into Lake 
Pontchartrain. The image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar C/X-
Band Synthetic Aperture Radar by the space shuttle Endeavour on October 2, 
1994. The area is located at 30.10 degrees North latitude and 89.1 degrees 
West longitude. The area shown is approximately 100 kilometers (60 miles) by 
50 kilometers (30 miles). The green areas are primarily vegetation consisting of



swamp land and swamp forest (bayou) growing on sandy soil, while the pink 
areas are associated with reflections from buildings in urban and suburban 
areas. Different tones and colors in the vegetation areas will be studied by 
scientists to see how effective imaging radar data is in discriminating between 
different types of wetlands. Accurate maps of coastal wetland areas are 
important to ecologists studying wild fowl and the coastal environment.
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 New York City, New York
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This is an image of the New York city metropolitan area. The island of 

Manhattan appears in the center of the image. The green-colored rectangle on 
Manhattan is Central Park. This image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging
Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar aboard the space shuttle Endeavour 
on October 10, 1994. North is toward the upper right. The area shown is 75.0 
kilometers by 48.8 kilometers (46.5 miles by 30.2 miles). The image is centered
at 40.7 degrees north latitude and 73.8 degrees west longitude. In general, 
light blue areas correspond to dense urban development, green areas to 
moderately vegetated zones and black areas to bodies of water. The Hudson 
River is the black strip that runs from the left edge to the upper right corner of 
the image. It separates New Jersey, in the upper left of the image, from New 
York. The Atlantic Ocean is at the bottom of the image where two barrier islands
along the southern shore of Long Island are also visible. John F. Kennedy 
International Airport is visible above these islands. Long Island Sound, 
separating Long Island from Connecticut, is the dark area right of the center of 
the image. Many bridges are visible in the image, including the Verrazano 
Narrows, George Washington and Brooklyn bridges. The radar illumination is 
from the left of the image; this causes some urban zones to appear red because
the streets are at a perpendicular angle to the radar pulse. Radar images like 
this one could be used as a tool for city planners and resource managers to 
map and monitor land use patterns. The radar imaging systems can clearly 
detect the variety of landscapes in the area, as well as the density of urban 
development.
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 Sacramento, California
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: Spaceborne radar image of the city of Sacramento, California. Urban 

areas appear pink and the surrounding agricultural areas are green and blue. 
The Sacramento River is the curving dark line running from the left side of the 
image (northwest) to the bottom right. The American River is the dark curving 
line in the center. Sacramento is built at the junction of these two rivers and the
state Capitol building is in the bright pink-white area southeast of the junction. 
The straighter dark line (lower center) is the Sacramento River Deep Water Ship
Channel which allows ship access from San Francisco. The black areas in the 
center are the runways of the Sacramento Executive airport. The city of Davis, 



California is seen as a pink area in lower left. This image was acquired by 
Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) 
onboard the space shuttle Endeavour on October 2, 1994. The image is 27.0 
kilometers by 38.4 kilometers (17 miles by 24 miles) and is centered at 38.6 
degrees North latitude, 125.1 degrees West longitude. North is toward the 
upper left.
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 Salt Lake City, Utah
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This image of Salt Lake City, Utah, illustrates the different land use 

patterns that are present in the Utah Valley. Salt Lake City lies between the 
shores of the Great Salt Lake (the dark area on the left side of the image) and 
the Wasatch Front Range (the mountains in the upper half of the image). The 
Salt Lake City area is of great interest to urban planners because of the 
combination of lake, valley and alpine environments that coexist in the region. 
Much of the southern shore of the Great Salt Lake is a waterfowl management 
area. The green grid pattern in the right center of the image is Salt Lake City 
and its surrounding communities. The Salt Lake City airport is visible as the 
brown rectangle near the center of the image. Interstate Highway 15 runs from 
the middle right edge to the upper left of the image. The bright white patch 
east of Interstate 15 is the downtown area, including Temple Square and the 
state capitol. The University of Utah campus is the yellowish area that lies at 
the base of the mountains, east of Temple Square. The large reservoir in the 
lower left center is a mine tailings pond. The semi-circular feature in the 
mountains at the bottom edge of the image is the Kennecott Copper Mine. The 
area shown is 60 kilometers by 40 kilometers (37 miles by 25 miles) and is 
centered at 40.6 degrees North latitude, 112.0 degrees West longitude. North is
toward the upper left. This image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging 
Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar aboard the space shuttle Endeavour 
on April 10, 1994.
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 St. Louis, Missouri
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This is a spaceborne radar image of the area surrounding St. Louis, 

Missouri, where the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers come together. The city of 
St. Louis is the bright gold area within a bend in the Mississippi River at the 
lower center of the image. The rivers show up as dark blue sinuous lines. 
Urbanized areas appear bright gold and forested areas are shown as a brownish
color. Several bridges can be seen spanning the river near downtown St. Louis. 
The Missouri River flows east, from left to right, across the center of the image, 
and meets the Mississippi River, which flows from top to bottom of the image. A
small stretch of the Illinois River is shown at the top of the image where it 
merges with the Mississippi. The Mississippi forms the state boundary between 
Illinois (to the right) and Missouri (to the left). Flat farmland areas within the 



river floodplains appear blue on the image. The major roadways that pass 
through the area can be seen radiating out from, and encircling, the city of St. 
Louis. These highways, the rivers and the bridges help maintain St. Louis' 
reputation as the "Gateway to the West." This image was acquired by the 
Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar on April 17, 
1994, onboard the space shuttle Endeavour. The image is 74 kilometers by 92 
kilometers (46 miles by 57 miles) and is centered at 38.75 degrees Nouth 
latitude, 90.38 degrees West longitude. North is toward the upper right.
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 Ventura, California
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This radar image of Ventura County, California, shows the Santa Clara 

River valley and the surrounding mountains. The river valley is the linear 
feature that extends from the lower right to the upper left (east to west), where 
it empties into the Pacific Ocean (dark patches in upper and lower left). The 
cities of Ventura and Oxnard are seen along the left side of the image. Simi 
Valley is located in the lower center of the image, between the Santa Monica 
Mountains (purple area in lower left) and the Santa Susanna Mountains to the 
north. This area of California is known for its fruit; strawberry fields are shown in
red and purple rectangular areas on the coastal plain, and citrus groves are the 
yellow green areas adjacent to the river. This image is centered at 34.33 
degrees North latitude, 119 degrees West longitude. The area shown is 
approximately 53 kilometers by 35 kilometers (33 miles by 22 miles). The 
image was acquired by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic 
Aperture (SIR-C/X-SAR) imaging radar when it flew aboard the space shuttle 
Endeavour on October 6, 1994.
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 Washington, DC
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: The city of Washington, DC, is shown is this space radar image. Images 

like these are useful tools for urban planners and managers, who use them to 
map and monitor land use patterns. Downtown Washington is the bright area 
between the Potomac (upper center to lower left) and Anacostia (middle right) 
rivers. The dark cross shape that is formed by the National Mall, Tidal Basin, the
White House and Ellipse is seen in the center of the image. Arlington National 
Cemetery is the dark blue area on the Virginia (left) side of the Potomac River 
near the center of the image. The Pentagon is visible in bright white and red, 
south of the cemetery. Due to the alignment of the radar and the streets, the 
avenues that form the boundary between Washington and Maryland appear as 
bright red lines in the top, right and bottom parts of the image, parallel to the 
image borders. This image is centered at 38.85 degrees North latitude, 77.05 
degrees West longitude. North is toward the upper right. The area shown is 
approximately 29 km by 26 km (18 miles by 16 miles). The image was acquired 
by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture imaging radar 



when it flew aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on April 18, 1994.
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 Wenatchee, Washington
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/radar/sircxsar/cities.html
Description: This spaceborne radar image shows a segment of the Columbia River 

as it passes through the area of Wenatchee, Washington, about 220 kilometers 
(136 miles) east of Seattle. The Wenatchee Mountains, part of the Cascade 
Range, are shown in green at the lower left of the image. The Cascades create 
a "rain shadow" for the region, limiting rainfall east of the range to less than 26 
centimeters (10 inches) per year. The radar's ability to see different types of 
vegetation is highlighted in the contrast between the pine forests, that appear 
in green, and the dry valley plain that shows up as dark purple. The cities of 
Wenatchee and East Wenatchee are the grid-like areas straddling the Columbia 
River in the left center of the image. With a population of about 60,000, the 
region produces about half of Washington state's lucrative apple crop. Several 
orchard areas appear as green rectangular patches to the right of the river in 
the lower-right center. Radar images such as these can be used to monitor land 
use patterns in areas such as Wenatchee, that have diverse and rapidly 
changing urban, agricultural and wildland pressures. This image was acquired 
by Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar onboard the 
space shuttle Endeavour on October 10, 1994. The image is 38 kilometers by 
45 kilometers (24 miles by 30 miles) and is centered at 47.3 degrees North 
latitude, 120.1 degrees West longitude. North is toward the upper left.
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 SPACE

 Astronomy Slide Show, Version 2.1
Author: Jay Robertson
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://home.inreach.com/jayrob/
Description: Full-screen slide show using nineteen awesome astrophotos, including 

the spectacular Hale-Bopp comet.
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 Cartwheel Galaxy
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nasa.gov/
Description: A rare and spectacular head-on collision between two galaxies appears 

in this NASA Hubble Space Telescope true-color image of the Cartwheel Galaxy, 
located 500 million light-years away in the constellation Sculptor. The new 
details of star birth resolved by Hubble provide an opportunity to study how 
extremely massive stars are born in large fragmented gas clouds. The striking 



ring-like feature is a direct result of a smaller intruder galaxy--possibly one of 
two objects to the right of the ring--that careened through the core of the host 
galaxy. Like a rock tossed into a lake, the collision sent a ripple of energy into 
space, plowing gas and dust in front of it. Expanding at 200,000 miles per hour,
this cosmic tsunami    leaves in its wake a firestorm of new star creation. Hubble
resolves bright blue knots that are gigantic clusters of newborn stars and 
immense loops and bubbles blown into space by exploding stars (supernovae) 
going off like a string of firecrackers. The picture was taken with the Wide Field 
Planetary Camera-2 on October 16, 1994. It is a combination of two images, 
taken in blue and near-infrared light. Credit: Kirk Borne (ST ScI), and NASA.
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 Orion Nebula
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nasa.gov/
Description: A NASA Hubble Space Telescope image of a region of the Great Nebula 

in Orion. This is one of the nearest regions of very recent star formation 
(300,000 years ago). The nebula is a giant gas cloud illuminated by the 
brightest of the young hot stars at the top of the picture. Many of the fainter 
young stars are surrounded by disks of dust and gas that are slightly more than 
twice the diameter of the Solar System. The great plume of gas in the lower left
in this picture is the result of the ejection of material from a recently formed 
star. The brightest portions are "hills" on the surface of the nebula, and the long
bright bar is where Earth observers look along a long "wall" on a gaseous 
surface. The diagonal length of the image is 1.6 light-years. Red light depicts 
emission in Nitrogen; green is Hydrogen; and blue is Oxygen. The Orion Nebula 
star-birth region is 1,500 light-years away, in the direction of the constellation 
Orion the Hunter. The image was taken on 29 December 1993 with the Hubble 
Space Telescope's Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2. Credit: C.R. O'Dell/Rice 
University NASA.
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 Super Nova 1987A
Author: NASA
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nasa.gov/
Description: This striking NASA Hubble Space Telescope picture shows three rings of

glowing gas encircling the site of supernova 1987A, a star which exploded in 
February 1987. Though all of the    rings appear inclined to our view (so that 
they appear to intersect) they are probably in three different planes. The small 
bright ring lies in a plane containing the supernova, the two larger rings lie in 
front and behind it. The rings are a surprise because astronomers expected to 
see, instead, an hourglass shaped bubble of gas being blown into space by the 
supernova's progenitor star (based on previous HST observations, and images 
at lower resolution taken at ground-based observatories). The supernova is 
169,000 light years away, and lies in the dwarf galaxy called the Large 
Magellanic Cloud, which can be seen from the southern hemisphere. The image 
was taken in visible light (hyrdrogen-alpha emission), with the Wide Field 
Planetary Camera 2, in February 1994. Credit: Dr. Christopher Burrows, 



ESA/STScI and NASA.
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 Software Category: PRODUCTIVITY

 CONTACT MANAGERS

 1st Contact, Version 1.07.00
Author: JSoft Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://gsanet.com/www/jsoft/
Description: A small but versatile contact manager. Holding over 64,000 contacts in 

both white and yellow pages, user defined contact categories make it easy to 
sort and display your contacts exactly the way you want. Maintains both 
personal and business information on each contact including phone numbers, e-
mail addresses and Web sites. With easy to use menu-driven commands and a 
button bar, 1st Contact provides an elegant yet simple solution to your contact 
management needs.
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 Adr_Book, Version 5.2
Author: Brown Bear Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.alaska.net/~mikeg/
Description: An intuitive and graphically pleasing address book database program 

and phone dialer. Although easy to use, the program is full featured, with 
printing of labels, envelopes, booklets, and reports. Adr_Book adds a whole new
concept--it now contains a built-in Web server. In addition to the traditional 
address book features, Adr_Book has become a Web-enabled network product. 
Whether you run Adr_Book on a single machine, on an intranet, or the Internet, 
you can access your Address Book data file with your favorite Web Browser.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\Adr

 Adr_Book (French), Version 5.0
Author: Brown Bear Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.alaska.net/~mikeg/
Description: The French language version of Adr_Book. An intuitive and graphically 

pleasing address book database program and phone dialer. Although easy to 
use, the program is full featured, with printing of labels, envelopes, booklets, 
and reports. Adr_Book adds a whole new concept--it now contains a built-in Web
server. In addition to the traditional address book features, Adr_Book has 
become a Web-enabled network product. Whether you run Adr_Book on a single
machine, on an intranet, or the Internet, you can access your Address Book 
data file with your favorite Web Browser.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\AdrFr

 Client Database Manager, Version 1.0



Author: Albert Rugel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mindspring.com/~rugel/MainPage.htm
Description: Easily manage client contact information. Print client reports and 

labels, as well.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\CDM

 Desktop Cardfile, Version 3.01
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Store your personal or busines names, telephone numbers, e-mail 

information, and notes. Create as many different databases as needed. You can 
dial the number straight from Desktop Cardfile or send an e-mail message via 
Microsoft Inbox with the click of a button. Has a Notes section where you can 
keep track of birthdays, date of last sales call, etc. Also supports label printers 
such as Seiko Smart Label PRO, Smith Corona PC Label Printer, etc. Export 
database to Microsoft Word Mail Merge format to print label, form letters, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\Cardfile

 Easy Pocket Address Book, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Easy-to-use telephone number and address book. Easily enter, sort, 

search, and categorize all of your contacts. Automatically formats your entries 
into a handy pocket-sized phone book. Will also print a larger address and 
phone directory and Avery 5162 labels. Dials any phone number with a click of 
the mouse, and includes a handy state lookup feature for finding the correct 
abbreviation for any state in the US.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\Pocket

 Electronic Telephone Book, Version 1.0
Author: Albert Rugel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.mindspring.com/~rugel/MainPage.htm
Description: Telephone and address book that can display a picture of the individual 

entered in the book.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\ElecTel

 JMK Address Keeper, Version 2.0
Author: JMK Productions
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://jmk.simplenet.com/
Description: An easy-to-use utility that helps you to keep a record of addresses you 



should remember. You can also store other data, like telephone numbers. You 
can edit, remove, and print the addresses. Also, this latest edition allows you to 
have multiple databases. To install, make sure you put in the C:\JMKADRS 
directory, and then run the program.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\Keeper

 PhoneBook95, Version 2.6
Author: LoneWolf Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.lonewolf-software.com/
Description: An award winning, powerful, yet easy-to-use 32-bit phone and address 

book management program. Includes phone dialing and search capabilities 
along with one button e-mailing and Web site URL access. PhoneBook95 has 
printing capability, an option to run it in the background from the system tray, 
Clipboard support, automatic alphabetization, separate personal and business 
directories and more! Organize all your phone numbers, home addresses, e-
mail addresses, Web site addresses etc. with ease. Searches your entire 
database with any keyword and then makes the phone call for you! Its the only 
phone book you'll ever need!

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\Phone

 PhoneBook95 Pro, Version 1.21
Author: LoneWolf Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.lonewolf-software.com/
Description: An award winning, powerful, yet easy-to-use 32-bit phone and address 

book management program. Includes phone dialing and search capabilities 
along with one button e-mailing and Web site URL access. Includes printing 
capability, an option to run in the background from the system tray, Clipboard 
support, automatic alphabetization, separate personal and business directories 
and more! Organize all your phone numbers, home addresses, e-mail 
addresses, Web site addresses etc. with ease. Searches your entire database 
with any keyword and then makes the phone call for you! The Pro edition adds 
many enhancements including import/export capabilty, a customizable 
directory, supplemental data section, multiple drop-down e-mail and Web site 
address fields, user-definable data fields, and a user-definable directory.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\PBP

 SmartAddress, Version 3.2
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A sophisticated Windows address management system. Direct links to 

any word processor, mail-merge data file creation for Microsoft Word, modem 
support, sophisticated reporting mail-shot capabilities, reminder systems, and 
callbacks.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Contact\SmtAddr



 GENERAL

 Knowledge Machine
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: An incredible resource on your desktop, the Knoweldge Machine starts 

your day with a new vocabulary word, a famous or inspiring quote, a calendar, 
and clock. You can randomly bring up new quotes or words, save your favorite 
quotes, copy quotes to the Clipboard for easy pasting into memos or e-mail, 
and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\General\Know

 Quick Info, Version 1.1
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: Quick Info provides easy access to the latest US area codes (including 

future area codes not yet implemented) for all 50 states and territories. It also 
provides a list of approximately 1,500 international cities and countries with 
their local time, country dialing code and city dialing codes. Finally, it provides a
list of Internet domains.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\General\Quick

 Reminder, Version 1.1
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A little program that does just what the name implies. It leaves 

reminders for you or for someone else who also uses your PC. This reminder will
appear the next time the computer is turned on. You can send yourself or 
someone else a note, a "things to do" list, or whatever tickles your fancy. Once 
you click on the POST button, a shortcut is created to the document, and placed
in your StartUp folder. Upon loading the file, the shortcut is automatically 
deleted, so if you choose to edit a previously posted note, you will need to post 
it again.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\General\Remind

 WinDates, Version 3.05
Author: Rockin' Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rockinsoftware.com/
Description: WinDates is reminder program that allows you to enter important dates

and times to remember during the year. By installing the WinDates icon in your 
Startup program group or folder, WinDates will remind you of events each time 



you start Windows.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\General\WinDates

 WingDate, Version 4.1
Author: Silverwing Systems
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.nettally.com/silverwing/index.html
Description: A calendar program that reminds you of special dates and events. 

Designed to be in your Startup folder.
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\General\WingDate

 MACRO RECORDERS

 AIM Keys, Version 1.2
Author: Aimsoft Development Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.aimtools.com/
Description: AIM Keys is a Windows 95 and Windows NT macro utility. It includes two

unique functions: universal macro building and automatic text replacement. 
Unlike the macro builders and auto-text features found in many applications, 
AIM Keys gives you the ability to utilize these key features in any program 
running in Windows 95 or Windows NT.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Macro\AIMKeys

 PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGERS

 Aboriginal Art LifeTrax
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The "LifeTrax" is a full Personal Information Management System (PIMS)

able to keep track of all life's needs--day notes, appointments, telephone 
numbers, addresses, and tasks--for the next 10 years. This version of LifeTrax 
includes the Desert Design screen saver images.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Desert

 Above & Beyond, Version 4.0
Author: 1Soft
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.1soft.com/
Description: Above & Beyond is the most powerful and flexible PIM available. Use it 

to organize to-do lists, meetings, phone calls, and business appointments. 
Select day, week, monthly, alphabetical, or priority views of your schedule and 
then print them out. Store contact information, make meetings, create recurring
appointments, and share schedules. Above & Beyond is the perfect PC-based 



time management solution. It's your PIM for success. This is a 16-bit version of 
the program.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\AB

 Above & Beyond 98
Author: 1Soft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.1soft.com/
Description: Above & Beyond is the most powerful and flexible PIM available. Use it 

to organize to-do lists, meetings, phone calls, and business appointments. 
Select day, week, monthly, alphabetical, or priority views of your schedule and 
then print them out. Store contact information, make meetings, create recurring
appointments, and share schedules. Above & Beyond is the perfect PC-based 
time management solution. It's your PIM for success. This 32-bit program 
includes advanced features that are not available in Above & Beyond 4.0.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\AB98

 Address Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your 

personal or business addresses, e-mails, phones, Web pages, etc. All your 
information about your contacts can now be stored at one place and easily 
retrieved. Using a notebook-like interface (complete with alphabetical tabs), the
program stores all the information you might need to track.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\AddrOrg

 Affairs in Order
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: What is Affairs In Order? It just so happens to be the darn best $10 

PIMS (Personal Information Management System ) you will find anywhere. 
Affairs In Order allows you to track personal information about the individuals of
a group, such as a family, club, or even a business. Important information can 
be grouped into 21 diverse categories. You can point and click your way 
through the Affairs In Order control box. Data entry is a snap using the Affairs In
Order screens specifically formatted for each category. Field validation insures 
information is entered properly. You can even keep .BMP photos in your Affairs 
In Order database. Robust reporting allows you to create online reports that can
be sent to a printer and printed if desired.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Affairs

 AMF Daily Planner & PIM, Version 6.1



Author: AMF
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.amfsoftware.com/
Description: A 32-bit, fully network compliant, Internet-enabled PIM. A full drag and 

drop interface is included with a perpetual calendar and planner to the year 
9000. Beautiful 3-D, professional look. Store up to 30,000 entries in the 
Rolodex-style phonebook. Yellow Pages and White Pages and full searching 
capabilities included. Dial the phone, fax documents using Delrina's WinFax Pro.
Now with full CallerID support. Instantly view the data of the incoming caller. 
Create business letters, schedule appointments with just a drag and drop. E-
mail your contacts with just one click using the built in e-mail client. Edit and 
save text files, print them in any font you want. Many more features.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\AMF

 AquaScape LifeTrax
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The "LifeTrax" is a full Personal Information Management System (PIMS)

able to keep track of all life's needs--day notes, appointments, telephone 
numbers, addresses, and tasks--for the next 10 years. This version of LifeTrax 
includes the Aquascape screen saver images.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Aqua

 Calendar+, Version 1.07.00
Author: JSoft Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://gsanet.com/www/jsoft/
Description: A small but versatile to-do list and appointment manager. Holding over 

64,000 appointments and to-do items, Calendar+ displays only those 
appointments and to-do items which relate to the date chosen in the calendar. 
To-do items not marked as done today are always carried over to be added to 
your list tomorrow. Prints out a calender, daily appointment schedule or your to-
do list. With an intuitive display, extensive menu system and button bar, 
Calendar+ manages your appointments and to-do list in a simple, yet elegant 
way.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\CalPlus

 California Beach Girls LifeTrax
Author: Image Factory Software Pty. Ltd.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.imagefs.com/
Description: The "LifeTrax" is a full Personal Information Management System (PIMS)

able to keep track of all life's needs--day notes, appointments, telephone 
numbers, addresses, and tasks--for the next 10 years. This version of LifeTrax 
includes the California Beach Girls screen saver images.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Beach



 Happy Calendar, Version 1.4
Author: Jimjams
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jimjams.com/index.html
Description: A flexible desktop calendar/PIM with several handy options. You can 

leave a resizable calendar page on your desktop, with the time and Saint of the 
Day shown, or access the PIM and other calendar features from a tray icon. You 
can choose from six tabbed views of the week, month, or year and enter or 
view upcoming events and notes. Happy Calendar's event function includes 
different functions for alarms, reminders, and to-do items and is a great way to 
keep track of your life. Alarms can feature optional, user-defined wave sounds, 
and the notes page offers formatting, Clipboard functions, and nested groups 
for notes. Beneath its quiet exterior, Happy Calendar has a lot of nice features 
that could be very useful.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Happy

 Time and Chaos32, Version 5.3.2
Author: iSBiSTER International, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.isbister.com/
Description: Time & Chaos32 is the most powerful PIM (Personal Information 

Manager) available for Windows 95 today. It allows you to see everything on 
one screen: contacts, appointments and to do's. It's also "Net Ready", meaning 
it can be used to launch e-mails and faxes, or launch your Web browser to take 
you places.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\PIM\Time

 SCHEDULERS

 AutoMight Plus, Version 1.05
Author: Aimsoft Development Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.aimtools.com/
Description: AutoMight Plus, while using only a scant 2% of system resources, never

forgets to perform an important task--automatically. Schedule tasks for times 
when you are not using your system for more important work.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\Auto

 Keep It Simple Scheduler
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: A scheduling utility for all your Windows needs. You can use Keep It 

Simple Scheduler (KISS) to remind you of routine daytime chores by displaying 
a messages up to 16 K (approximately 3 to 5 pages). KISS's tabbed display is 



easy to set up and allows a convenient place to launch your favorite 
applications, create events for your applications, and sort the list by 
description. You now have all of your favorite applications in one place. With its 
ability to save schedule files, KISS can be used on the same machine by 
multiple people with different requirements. KISS's many options for its events 
make it one of a kind in its implementation and versatility. KISS has built in 
functions such as automatic rescheduling, disable after execution, log to file, 
log to error file, automatic save, remote access, condition triggers, DDE 
commands, calender, and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\KISS

 Schedule for Windows 95, Version 1.02
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Simple program that acts as a calendar, scheduler, alarm, and 

chronograph. Provides you with a simple, easy-to-read calendar that holds your 
schedule. The alarm will alert you when you have an appointment. You can also 
specify a program to run at any given time.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\Schedule

 Schedule Wizard 98, Version 1.6e
Author: Vince Sorensen
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.dlcwest.com/~sorev/
Description: Allows you to schedule programs to run, schedule messages to pop-up,

keep a list of dated reminders or appointments, and keep a to-do list. 
Scheduling can be done with many variations including advanced warnings and 
alarms, and most importantly, it can be done with flexibility and ease! Winner 
of numerous shareware awards.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\SchedWiz

 Take Turns, Version 1.0
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Need to schedule computer usage among your kids, friends or 

neighbors? Take Turns allows you to divide up time on a computer any way you 
see fit among a group of users. Set up virtually unlimited users and schedules. 
Select the schedule to run: you will be alerted each time a user's time is up and
that the next user is to proceed.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\Turns

 ToDo95, Version 3.0
Author: LoneWolf Software



This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.lonewolf-software.com/
Description: A to-do list manager and appointment book for Windows 95. Create 

and manage up to five to-do lists, each with main and sub-entries. Set alarms 
for individual entries (visual and audible alarms) to remind you when one is 
due. Make a list of long-range to-dos, set the alarms and forget about it; let 
ToDo95 remind you! Includes a daily and monthly appointment book.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Schedule\ToDo

 STICKY NOTES

 TrayNote Plus, Version 2.7
Author: AMF
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.amfsoftware.com/
Description: Automatically saves all text--no need to hit save, just type and it will be

saved (just like a real sticky note pad).
Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Sticky\TrayNote

 Vulcan Notes 95, Version 2.3
Author: VulcanSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vulcansoft.com/
Description: Vulcan Notes 95 brings you one step closer to the paperless 

office/home. It lets you create up to 100 virtual "sticky notes" on your screen. 
Features include rich-text editing, alarms for each note with repeat settings, 
find/replace. Very fast, handy and simple to use. It's the perfect reminding tool 
that will increase your productivity.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \Product\Sticky\Notes95



 Software Category: RECREATION

 GENERAL

 ASCIICode, Version 1.0.0
Author: RKA Productions
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://fly.hiwaay.net/~rcfinch/
Description: The inspiration for this program came from reading Michael Drosnin's 

best-selling book "The Bible Code." In this book Mr. Drosnin claims that the 
Hebrew Bible contains hidden messages and warnings about the recent past, 
the present, and the future. These messages are hidden as Equidistant Letter 
Sequences (ELS). In other words, the hidden messages consist of Hebrew 
letters that appear a set number of letters apart in the text of the Bible. 
ASCIICode finds ELSs in English character texts. An ASCII file can be loaded and 
user specified words searched for in the text. All occurrences are listed. The 
text can then be displayed in a grid based on the spacing of the characters in 
one instance of a found search word known as the keyword. The keyword is 
highlighted in the grid. The program's other features include multiple search 
words, text filtering, saving of filtered or gridded text, manual highlighting, and 
more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\ASCII

 Bio-Rhythms, Version 1.05.00
Author: JSoft Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://gsanet.com/www/jsoft/
Description: Prepares bio-rhythms from your name and date of birth and prints 

them either to your screen or printer. Includes full interpretations of your high, 
low or critical days in your choice of English, French or Spanish. Also included is 
a virtual calendar to find out on what day of the week you were born or how old
you really are in days.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\Bio

 BodyComp 96, Version 2.5
Author: Christopher Cheatham
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://home.aol.com/cheathamcc
Description: BodyComp96 allows the user to easily calculate body fat percentage 

using a variety of equations. In addition, it allows for the calculation of body-
mass index, waist-to-hip ratio, and body surface area.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\BodyComp

 Classified, Version 2.0
Author: WinDine Software Company



This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.windine.com/
Description: Classified 97 is much more than a journal. It is a tool for your life. It is a

way to keep notes on you life, a way to manage the goals you have, and a way 
to record where you've been--sights and sounds, links to far off places, or 
simply your daily musings. It can be any thing you want it to be: A Diary, A 
Biography, an Electronic Safe, or just a comfortable place you visit every day.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\Class97

 Client Personality Styles
Author: Siris Consulting
This is a 16-bit program
Description: An enjoyable and surprisingly accurate means of predicting personality 

types for people you are interacting with at work or in a social setting. 
Processes data from ten observable traits to make an estimate of what type of 
individual a person is, classifying them according to the principles of analytical 
psychology first espoused by Swiss psychologist Carl Jung.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\CPS

 FreeCard, Version 1.01
Author: PC WholeWare
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.pcww.com/index.html
Description: Create multimedia greeting cards with customized animation graphics, 

text, music and sound. Greeting cards are made into Windows executable files 
(each card is a single EXE file). They expand, play, and clean up automatically 
on target PCs. A recorder is provided for recording sound for use in the cards.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\FreeCard

 Vulcan Biorhythm 97, Version 1.10
Author: VulcanSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vulcansoft.com/
Description: Personal biorhythm with physical, emotional, mental and overall 

curves. Features color printing, setting wallpaper, and more. Everything in 
nature is influenced by periodic rhythms starting with planets orbiting their 
respective suns, change of the seasons, the moon phases, day and night, and 
the natural rhythms of life amongst others. The human body is very receptive 
to respond to such cyclic changes in its environment. Biorhythms influence 
strength, mental abilities, moods, ability to learn, logical thinking, immunity to 
desease, etc. We used the three most commonly used rhythms (mental, 
physical and emotional) and added an "overall" rhythm which is calculated from
the average of the first three on a given day.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\General\Vbio

 HOBBIES



 BirdSaver, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Animated flying bird screen saver! Swans, pelicans, parrots, pheasants,

and more. Lots of color.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Bird

 Book Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your book 

collection. All your information about books can now be stored at one place and
easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Book

 Car Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your car 

collection. All your information about cars can now be stored at one place and 
easily retrieved. This program is especially useful for individuals collecting 
information about different car models, car dealers who want to create a 
"virtual car catalog," or individuals shopping for a new car who want to 
compare different cars.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Car

 Coin Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your coin 

collection. All your information about coins can now be stored at one place and 
easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Coin

 Movie Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your movie 

collection. All your information about video tapes, video discs, cassettes can 
now be stored at one place and easily retrieved.



Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Movie

 Music Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your music 

collection. All your information about CDs, tapes, records can now be stored at 
one place and easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Music

 Recipe Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program to help you organize your recipes. 

Data entry is easy, and you can customize the fields to fit your particular needs.
Some fields include: recipe name, cuisine, category, preparation time, serving 
size, serve with, ingredients, directions, a graphic of the dish, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Recipe

 SmartTracker Books 97, Version 3.2b
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Track, organize and catalog your library. Search, sort four levels deep, 

search and replace, import, export, user-definable reports, maintain multiple 
databases. Track values, locations, categories, catalog, and library checkout 
status.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\STBooks

 SmartTracker Coins 97, Version 3.2a
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Track, organize and catalog your coin collection. Search, sort four levels

deep, search and replace, import, export, user-definable reports, maintain 
multiple databases. Track values, locations, categorize, catalog, and "wanted" 
coins.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\STCoins

 SmartTracker Stamps 97, Version 3.2a
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.



This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Track, organize and catalog your stamp collection. Search, sort four 

levels deep, search and replace, import, export, user-definable reports, 
maintain multiple databases. Track values, locations, categorize, catalog, and 
"wanted" stamps.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\STStamp

 SmartTracker Videos 97, Version 3.2b
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Track, organize and catalog your video collection. Search, sort four 

levels deep, search and replace, import, export, user-definable reports, spine & 
face VHS labels, track stars, Oscars, and categories.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\STVideo

 Sports Card Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program to help you organize your card 

collection. All your information about any kind of cards can now be stored at 
one place and easily retrieved. Data entry is easy, and you can customize the 
fields to fit your particular needs. Some fields include card name, sport, brand, 
type, position, category, graphic of the player or team, notes, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Card

 Stamp Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your stamp 

collection. All your information about stamps can now be stored at one place 
and easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Stamp

 Wine Organizer, Version 3.0
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible program that will help you organize your wine 

collection. All your information about wine cellar collection can now be stored at
one place and easily retrieved.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2



Directory: \Recreatn\Hobbies\Wine

 REFERENCE

 All-Purpose Legal Documents, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Provides 57 legal documents in 8 categories. Categories include 

Business, Family, Estate, Real Estate, Contracts and more. Fast, fill-in-the-blanks
preparation of the most common documents. Detailed tips help you learn--in 
simple English--about each document's legal function, plus why and how you 
should use it. This program makes it easy to browse sample documents and to 
keep track of those you customize.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\Legal

 All-Purpose Letters, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Includes 211 sample letters in 19 categories carefully designed to help 

get your message across in just about any situation. Categories include Job 
Letters, Government Action, Employment, Organization Activities, Credit, 
Payments, Collections, Complaints, Adjustments, Thank you, Sales Letters, 
Agreements and Authorizations, Congratulations, Invitations and many more. 
This program makes it easy to browse sample documents and to keep track of 
those you customize.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\Letters

 All-Purpose Resumes, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Includes proven resumes, cover and thank-you letters for every job-

search situation. Categorized resumes and letters make it easy to find the one 
right for you. To aid your job search, the program also includes a contact 
management system to keep track of all job-lead contacts. Easily schedule 
follow-up activities and view all uncompleted activities scheduled within the 
time period you specify. Includes many reporting options.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\Resumes

 BarBack, Version 4.0
Author: Interworld Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://hoflink.com/%7epknorr/barback/
Description: BarBack is a bartender's reference rendered in electronic form. There 



are over 5,800 drink recipes in BarBack. That is more than any bartender's book
you can buy. BarBack also has some special features that would simply not be 
possible in a book and are also not commonly found in other computerized 
guides.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\BarBack

 Every-Occasion Bartender, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Contains a library of 321 cocktail recipes in 12 categories--from 

Acapulco to Zombie. Convenient search feature locates specific drinks, or lists 
all those drinks with a particular ingredient. You can add your own categories 
and drinks and there is even a feature to enter the names of friends and 
business associates and a list of their favorite drinks. Prints recipes to any 
Windows-compatible printer.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\BarTend

 Every-Occasion International Recipes, Version 1.00
Author: Rodent Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/rodent/
Description: Contains a library of 310 recipes from 16 countries--from Abalone to 

Zabione. Convenient search feature locates specific recipes, or lists all those 
recipes with a particular ingredient. You can add your own countries and recipes
and there is even a feature to enter the names of friends and business 
associates and a list of their favorite recipes. Prints recipes to any Windows-
compatible printer.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\Recipe

 Reverend Lowell's Treasury of Humor
Author: Bardon Data Systems
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bardon.com/
Description: The ultimate Windows humor collection! Reverend Lowell's Treasury 

lets you search by keyword and first line for the perfect funny story, revealing 
quote, or zingy one-liner. It features thousands of humorous anecdotes 
collected by Reverend Lowell Streiker during his long career as an ordained 
minister. After thirty years of public speaking from the pulpit, the podium, and 
on television, he has collected over 200,000 items, and Reverend Lowell's 
Treasury represents the "cream of the crop." And there's nothing that would be 
unsuitable in any public setting. This file is the first volume of the eight-volume 
set. Each volume covers a different topic, and contains as many items as you'd 
find in a full-size book. Many items are illustrated in color or black-and-white. All
are indexed under multiple keywords and by first line. Search by keyword for 
the perfect funny story, or simply browse page by page. When you have found 
just the right item, print it or copy it to your word processor. It's easy!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2



Directory: \Recreatn\Ref\Humor

 RELIGION

 Bible 98 (Dutch), Version 98.5.0nl
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Dutch Bible 98 is designed for Windows 98 but will run under Windows 

95/NT 4.0. This version is the Dutch language Statenvertaling Bible and 
contains the Old and New Testaments. As a Win98 application, it offers Web 
browser-like navigation, a tree-like classified listing of the books of the Bible, 
and other features. Powerful search capabilities (which include Boolean 
operators, substring matching, and more) allow you to find the verse you need 
quite quickly. Search results can be copied to the Clipboard as single verses or 
whole chapters. Well-drawn maps are also included in a separate Study Aids 
section and can be copied through the Clipboard. Complete OLE support is 
offered, and materials can be copied directly between applications with drag-
and-drop copying. The table of contents page is written in English and Dutch, 
while the text of the Bible is in Dutch. You can read the verses manually or set 
the AutoJump option to move between them at a specified interval.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\Dutch98

 Bible 98 (English), Version 98.5.0en
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Bible 98 has a totally different user interface with many new features 

and enhancements. Easy-to-use Windows 95-style MDI interface with toolbar. 
Instant retrieval and display of any biblical verse or chapter. Fast full-text search
capabilities with advanced options, including Boolean operators, sub-string 
matching and more. Eleven color maps covering important biblical places and 
events. Hundreds of cross-linked biblical passages covering 147 topics in 4 
main sets: Messianic prophecies, major Gospel events, Christ's miracles and 
Christ's parables.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\KJV98en

 Bible 98 (German), Version 98.5.0de
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: German Bible 98 is designed for Windows 98 but will run under 

Windows 95 or NT 4.0. This version is the German language Luther Bible and 
contains the Old and New Testaments. As a Win98 application, it offers Web 
browser-like navigation, a tree-like classified listing of the books of the Bible, 
and other features. Powerful search capabilities (which include Boolean 
operators, substring matching, and more) allow you to find the verse you need 
quite quickly. Search results can be copied to the Clipboard as single verses or 



whole chapters. Well-drawn maps are also included in a separate Study Aids 
section and can be copied through the Clipboard. Complete OLE support is 
offered, and materials can be copied directly between applications with drag-
and-drop copying. The table of contents page is written in English and German, 
while the text of the Bible is in German. You can read the verses manually or set
the AutoJump option to move between them at a specified interval.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\German98

 Bible 98 (Spanish), Version 98.5.0es
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Bible 98 has a totally different user interface with many new features 

and enhancements. This Spanish version features an easy-to-use Windows 95-
style MDI interface with toolbar. Instant retrieval and display of any biblical 
verse or chapter. Fast full-text search capabilities with advanced options, 
including Boolean operators, sub-string matching and more. Eleven color maps 
covering important biblical places and events. Hundreds of cross-linked biblical 
passages covering 147 topics in 4 main sets: Messianic prophecies, major 
Gospel events, Christ's miracles and Christ's parables.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\KJV98sp

 Bible 98 Service Pack 2
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Service pack for updating the Bible 98 program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\SP98

 Bible New Testament in Arabic, Version 95.3.0ar
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Smith & Van Dyke Arabic New Testament with Study Aids. All text is in 

Arabic. 32-bit Arabic Bible search, read and study program designed exclusively
for the Arabic Edition of Windows 95 or NT. Can be run on non-Arabic Windows if
you use the English Windows Patch for Arabic Bible program.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\NTAr

 Bible New Testament in English, Version 95.3.0en
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: King James New Testament 32-bit Bible search, read and study 

program.



Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\NTEn

 Bible New Testament in French, Version v95.3.0fr
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Louis Segond French New Testament with Study Aids. All text is in 

French. 32-bit French Bible search, read and study program.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\NTFr

 Bible Plus, Version 1.0
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: The King James Version of the Bible designed for Windows. A lightning 

fast search engine powers the system. Great for quick and easy searches of the
entire Bible (both Old and New Testaments).

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\Bible

 Encyclopedia of the First Millenium of Christianity
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Multimedia Encyclopedia of the First Millennium of Christianity, 

covering from year 1 to 1000 AD. Includes special game (Rejoice!).
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\MillOne

 English Windows Patch for Arabic Bible
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: English Windows Patch for Arabic Bible. Designed to allow the New 

Testament in Arabic to run on non-Arabic Windows systems.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\Patch

 Holy Bible King James Authorized, Version 3.0
Author: Craig Richmond
This is a 16-bit program
Description: Electronic edition of the KJV Bible. It contains the complete text of the 

authorized version of the KJV Bible and a variety of additional reference 
resources to aid Bible study.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\ElecKJV



 King James Bible Search and Study Program, Version 4.0
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: King James Old and New Testaments presented in an easy-to-use 

Windows 95-style MDI interface with toolbar. Instant retrieval and display of any
biblical verse or chapter. Fast full-text search capabilities with advanced 
options, including Boolean operators, sub-string matching and more. Eleven 
color maps covering important biblical places and events. Hundreds of cross-
linked biblical passages covering 147 topics in 4 main sets: Messianic 
prophecies, major Gospel events, Christ's miracles and Christ's parables.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\KJV

 Louis Segond French Old and New Testaments with Study Aids, Version 4.0
Author: Dr. Maged Nabih Kamel
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/Athens/7084/
Description: Louis Segond French Old and New Testaments with Study Aids. All text 

is presented in French. Easy-to-use Windows 95-style MDI interface with toolbar.
Instant retrieval and display of any biblical verse or chapter. Fast full-text search
capabilities with advanced options, including Boolean operators, sub-string 
matching and more. Eleven color maps covering important biblical places and 
events. Hundreds of cross-linked biblical passages covering 147 topics in 4 
main sets: Messianic prophecies, major Gospel events, Christ's miracles and 
Christ's parables.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Religion\LSFr

 SPORTS

 All-Pro League Scheduler, Version 2.1
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: The All-Pro League Scheduler creates round-robin schedules for any 

number of leagues. Up to 40 teams per league (a league is defined as teams 
that play each other). Handles multiple locations, division play, and exception 
processing (i.e. no games on July 4th, no game for a specific date/location/time,
an additional game for a specific date/location/time, etc.). Even lets you 
concatenate schedules (maybe possible locations change during the course of a
schedule). Schedules can be edited after they're computed. Reports on league 
schedule, condensed league schedule, team schedules, game scores, 
standings, team information, and even has an audit report showing how many 
times each team plays at home/away, each location, and each game time. Very 
easy to use!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\League



 All-Pro Tournament Scheduler, Version 1
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: The All-Pro Tournament Scheduler creates any number of single- and 

double-elimination tournaments for up to 64 entries. Works for teams as well as
tournaments involving individuals. You can seed the tournament randomly 
(automatic), manually, or a combination of the two. Supports all standard 
Windows printer drivers. Has WYSIWYG display with zoom. Computes and prints
tournament charts in minutes. Very easy to use!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Tourn

 At Bat Stats II
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: At Bat Stats II is a comprehensive baseball/softball statistics system. 

Leagues, Teams, Fields, Players, Schedules, Results, Batting, Pitching and 
Fielding statistics can be stored and retrieved using the nimble data entry and 
reporting features of At Bat Stats II.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\AtBat

 Football Pool Manager, Version 3.1
Author: Lars Brandt
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.lunt.com/lbrandt/
Description: Football Pool Manager is a Windows-based program that can be used to

run your office football pool. It has a superior graphical interface that provides 
information at a click of a mouse. Rules can be configured to your own liking, 
including seperate rules for the week and for the season.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Pool

 Round Ball Wrap-Up
Author: FLOPPY Fluffware Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.win.net/fluffware/welcome.html
Description: Round Ball Wrap-Up is a comprehensive basketball statistics system. 

Leagues, Teams, Courts, Players, Schedules, Results, and Statistics can be 
stored and retrieved using the nimble data entry and reporting features.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Round

 StatTrack for Baseball, Version 3.2
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/



Description: StatTrak for Baseball is a baseball and softball statistics management 
system for league, tournament, and individual teams. Great for high school, 
Little League, college, all levels of softball, and table-top games. Tracks batting, 
pitching, fielding, game scores, box scores, win/loss record, and team 
standings. There's even a lineup function to let coaches plan out the game by 
inning (put in especially for Little Leaguers). Lets you customize as many 
statistics reports as you want and compute any report for any combination of 
games easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Baseball

 StatTrack for Basketball, Version 2.1
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: StatTrak for Basketball is a basketball statistics management system 

for league, tournament, and individual teams. Tracks statistics including game 
averages, game scores, box scores, win/loss record, and team standings. Lets 
you customize as many statistics reports as you want and compute any report 
for any combination of games easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Basket

 StatTrack for Football, Version 1.0
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: StatTrak for Football is a football statistics management system for 

league, tournament, and individual teams. Tracks statistics including game 
averages, game scores, box scores, win/loss record, and team standings. Lets 
you customize as many statistics reports as you want and compute any report 
for any combination of games easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Football

 StatTrack for Hockey, Version 1.01
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: StatTrak for Hockey is a hockey statistics management system for 

league, tournament, and individual teams. Tracks statistics, game scores, 
win/loss record, and team standings. Lets you customize as many statistics 
reports as you want and compute any report for any combination of games 
easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Hockey

 StatTrack for Soccer, Version 1.01
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.



This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: StatTrak for Soccer is a soccer statistics management system for 

league, tournament, and individual teams. Tracks statistics, game scores, 
win/loss record, and team standings. Lets you customize as many statistics 
reports as you want and compute any report for any combination of games 
easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Soccer

 StatTrack for Volleyball, Version 1.1
Author: All-Pro Software, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.allprosoftware.com/
Description: StatTrak for Volleyball is a volleyball statistics management system for 

league, tournament, and individual teams. Tracks statistics, match scores, 
win/loss record, and team standings. Lets you customize as many statistics 
reports as you want and compute any report for any combination of games 
easily.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Recreatn\Sports\Vball



 Software Category: SECURITY & PROTECTION

 BACKUP PROGRAMS

 Data Management System, Version 1.02
Author: Kappel Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.wco.com/~kappel/
Description: The Data Management System (DMS) was designed in order to 

revolutionize the industry standard for "electronic backups." There have not 
been many advancements in the area of electronic backups in the past ten 
years. Sure, we now have huge tape backup media and even larger hard drives 
to backup, But the concept of backup needs to change with the times. In an age
where a typical software package can install 100 Megabytes or more, we need 
to be smart about how we use our backup media, and our time spent on 
backing up and restoring. This is where DMS comes in. We have not created just
another backup program, we have created the future of backup programs.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Backup\DMS

 Kappel Backup Management System, Version 3.0
Author: Kappel Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.wco.com/~kappel/
Description: This program will allow you to flag certain directories for auto backup 

upon exiting Windows. You also have the ability to quick backup or restore any 
directory as well as its sub-directories. The newly added ability to use profiles 
makes it perfect for people on the go with no time to waste! This utility is a 
great for anyone who changes important data on their computer daily. Don't 
loose that important information again!

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Backup\Kappel

 Safe Keeper Backup, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: Powerful and easy to use backup program. Backup all your critical files 

on your PC, or backup entire directories. For people without tape drives, this is 
the way to go. Protect the hundreds of hours of work saved on your hard disk.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Backup\SafeKeep

 Safety Net Pro, Version 6.4
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A highly acclaimed utility for backing up key files by file extension. It 



has one default setting--to backup key Windows & system files including INI, 
Registry, and Startup Files--and five user configurable options. This program is 
also capable of printing your directory tree. Safety Net Pro can also format 
floppy disks, make a boot disk, restore your archives, and print file lists as 
requested.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Backup\Safety

 Virtual Storage
Author: Virtual Technology Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.ashmount.com/
Description: Virtual Storage is automatic, on-line backup for business-critical and 

home-critical data via the Internet or private network. Virtually unlimited 
storage capacity is available for servers, workstations and stand-alone personal
computers (including laptops). Basically, we'll store any kind of data for you. 
Your data is secured so that only you or the people you authorize will have 
access to it. As quick as a click you can upload or download as many of the files
you need. You can setup Virtual Storage to automatically backup your files at 
the end of every day, or every time you exit Windows or shut your PC down. 
Virtual Storage just needs a phone connection and we'll do the rest. You set the 
time and day and Virtual Storage will access the storage site, run the backup, 
give you a report telling you how long it took and how much data was backed 
up. Then we'll log off and automatically shut down your PC for the night. 
Simple!

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Backup\Virtual

 DESKTOP PROTECTION

 StormWindows, Version 4.41
Author: Cetus Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.cetussoft.com/sharware.htm
Description: This program allows the authorized user to add several types and 

degrees of protections to the desktop and system of any Windows 95 computer.
Intelligent use of StormWindows security measures will allow for the secure use 
of a shared Windows 95 PC. Examples of desktop protections include: hiding 
individual desktop icons; hiding individual Start Menu program groups and links;
preventing the saving of desktop changes; hiding individual drives in My 
Computer and Explorer; hiding the Start Menu Settings Folders (Control Panel 
and Printers) and/or Taskbar; and hiding the entire Network Neighborhood, or 
just Entire Network or Workgroup Contents within it.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Desktop\StormWin

 WinU, Version 4.1c
Author: Bardon Data Systems
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.bardon.com/



Description: WinU is a Windows 95 "parental control" system with time-out and 
security access features, three distinct levels of security control, and many 
flexible configuration options. It’s easy to set up, easy to use ... and virtually 
impossible to circumvent. This makes WinU excellent for parents who want to 
allow children to use only certain software on the family PC, without worrying 
that Junior might delete the household tax records. You can set up a different 
password-protected WinU desktop for every member of the family. You can also 
password-protect each individual program on a desktop. And you can limit the 
time that any program or desktop can be used. Businesses can use WinU to 
allow employees to run only authorized software, making other programs 
unavailable. WinU is ideal for libraries, schools, and stores that want to let the 
public use certain software, without allowing access to the entire computer. 
Patrons can use all authorized programs, but they can’t change the computer’s 
setup or delete important files. WinU can handle the most demanding public-
access situations. With its rock-solid security, you can deny access to all non-
WinU programs, even programs that are run while WinU is active. WinU lets you
set the amount of time that a program can be used, even communications 
programs for the Internet or online services. It allows a warning "grace period," 
with a custom warning message that you can set, before it terminates a 
running application.

Bonus Pack Disc: 3
Directory: \SecProt\Desktop\WinU



 Software Category: SPREADSHEETS

 GENERAL

 SmartChecker, Version 1.0
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A utility that allows your Windows spreadsheet to audibly "read back" 

ranges of cells from a spreadsheet.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Spread\General\Checker



 Software Category: VIDEO APPLICATIONS

 MOVIE PLAYERS

 AMF Multimedia Jukebox, Version 2.0
Author: AMF
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.amfsoftware.com/
Description: AMF Multimedia Jukebox Plays it All! Plays AVI, MID, WAV, VOC, MOV, 

FLI, FLC, etc. A beautiful 3-D interface. Allows any file to be played as many 
times as you want. Save pre-programmed lists of your selections, and open and
play them with one click. Easy to use and operate. Full help included.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Video\Movie\AMF

 AVIiva, Version 3.00
Author: RKA Productions
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://fly.hiwaay.net/~rcfinch/
Description: AVIiva is an AVI player program. AVIiva has many features such as loop 

play, reverse play, sound on or off, volume control, windowed or full-screen 
display, user-defined frame rate and step rate, user-defined start and end 
frames, scaling, sequential playback of multiple video files, constant settings 
and/or display across videos, user modifiable settings for each individual video 
file, and save/load settings capability.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Video\Movie\AVIiva

 Video Launch Pad, Version 3
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The best AVI/MOV player now supports WAV and MIDI files! The easiest,

most powerful way to play your video files. Store your ten favorite clips in 
pushbuttons for quick access--no more searching through directories! Quickly 
browse through all video files in any directory. HOT features: slow motion (1-6 
frames per second), capture image as bitmap, play full screen, slider control for
fast forward and rewind in real time, freeze frame and frame advance, and play 
in reverse. A multimedia "must-have."

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Video\Movie\Launch



 Software Category: WORD PROCESSING

 GENERAL

 WriteExpress Interactive Business Letters
Author: WriteExpress Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.WriteExpress.com/
Description: Anybody can write English business and personal letters like an expert 

with WriteExpress Interactive Business Letters for Windows. This easy, point 
and click interface offers tips, step-by-step instructions on 500 writing topics, 
sentences and phrases for each writing step, and over 1650 prewritten letters. 
This is the stand-alone program. It also integrates directly with Microsoft Word 
7.0, Word 97, Corel WordPerfect 7, and Novell GroupWise 5.x (if you have 
WordPerfect 7 installed).

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\General\Business

 WriteExpress Rhymer and Phonetic Finder
Author: WriteExpress Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.WriteExpress.com/
Description: Find rhymes fast with WriteExpress Rhymer, the world's most powerful 

rhyming dictionary. Search for End Rhymes, Last Syllable Rhymes, Double 
Rhymes, Triple Rhymes, Beginning Rhymes, or First Syllable Rhymes. You may 
also specify the number of syllables or letters you want in your search. Phonetic
Finder saves time brainstorming for unique trademark names. With Phonetic 
Finder you can also generate lists of words with specific lengths. This is great 
for checking if you can get a phone number that spells something. Create 
unique and memorable seven-letter words, then check with your phone 
company to see if the corresponding number is available.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\General\Rhymer

 Yeah Write, Version 1.2
Author: Word Place, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.wordplace.com
Description: Does the world need another word processor? Not if it’s big, slow, hard 

to learn, and expensive. But Yeah Write is not a run-of-the-mill word processor 
with spell checker and complete documentation. The program is fast, especially
when compared to other Windows word processors. By using tabs to represent 
different types of documents and a fill-in-the-blanks approach to writing, Yeah 
Write is very easy to use. The colorful screens and easy to read characters 
make the product very inviting.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\General\Yeah

 MICROSOFT WORD ADD-ONS



 CD Player for Microsoft Word 8
Author: Merlot International
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.officetoys.com/
Description: Full-function CD player add-in for Microsoft Word for Windows 97.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\Word\CD

 MegaWord for Microsoft Word 7, Version 7.95
Author: Merlot International
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.officetoys.com/
Description: Microsoft Word for Windows 7 add-in that expands the capabilities of 

this popular word processor. Enhancements include file and project 
management, printing, faxing, using e-mail, security, viewing, navigation, table 
enhancements, fast formatting, proofing, editing tools, and interactive help.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\Word\MegaWord

 Office Toys 98 for Microsoft Word 8, Version 98.1
Author: Merlot International
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.officetoys.com/
Description: Extensive enhancements and tools for Microsoft Word for Windows 97.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\Word\Office

 WordToys for Microsoft Word 6 and 7
Author: Merlot International
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.officetoys.com/
Description: Add-in for Microsoft Word for Windows 6 or 7 that adds over 40 new 

tools and interfaces.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\Word\WordToys

 WORDPERFECT ADD-ONS

 FontKat Font Cataloger, Version 2.1
Author: Science Translations Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.graphcat.com/
Description: Creates a custom catalog of all fonts available to WordPerfect 7 and 8. 

With the printed catalog showing samples of all your fonts you will be able to 
quickly and easily choose the font which is just right for the job at hand. With 
WordPerfect and carefully chosen fonts just about anyone can create 
documents which look professionally printed. Very often the challenge is to find 
just the right font for the job at hand. The macros and templates in this 
package will allow you to create a printed catalog of all the fonts available to 



WordPerfect. With the printed catalog finding the right font will be much easier.
Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\WP\FontKat

 The Letterhead Kit, Version 7.1
Author: Science Translations Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.graphcat.com/
Description: A business correspondence assistant that includes customized-on-the-

fly letterhead templates, forms, and much more, all for WordPerfect 7 and 8. It 
will retrieve your forms, templates, letterheads, boilerplate, fax cover sheets, 
and more, all done safely with no file names so that you cannot accidentally 
overwrite your important forms. The Letterhead Kit adds any of 30 special 
message graphics to your documents, including ten Money graphics (Final 
Notice!, Thank You for Your Payment!, and eight more), ten Cargo graphics (1st 
Class, Do Not Bend, and more), and ten Office graphics (Draft, Confidential, and
more), or either of two scanned signatures.

Bonus Pack Disc: 1
Directory: \WordProc\WP\Letter



 Software Category: UTILITIES

 CALCULATORS & CONVERTERS

 Converter Pro, Version 3.02
Author: AccSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: 

http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/accsoft_ch/homepeng.htm
Description: Converter Pro is a program to convert units in a professional manner. 

Converter Pro speaks English, German and French. It comes with a database 
that contains the most important conversion factors to convert length, area, 
volume, mass, force, pressure, density, energy, power, temperature, dynamic 
viscosity, kinematic viscosity and time units. The database contains all 
commonly used unit systems (British, US, SI, CGS and MKS).

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calc\ConvPro

 SmartSum, Version 1.6
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A Windows based talking printing calculator. Includes a host of features

such as loading and saving of calculations, notes by entries, user-definable 
macros, correction of previous entries, auto recalculation and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calc\Sum

 Tape Calculator, Version 1.09
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: A tape calculator that allows you to use the mouse or keyboard. Results

can be printed.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calc\TapeCalc

 Vulcan City Distances 97, Version 1.20
Author: VulcanSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vulcansoft.com/
Description: City distance calculator with over 1,900 cities (1,600+ US and 200+ 

international) worldwide. Calculates distances in kilometers, miles and nautical 
miles. Save results as text or bitmap file or set as Windows' wallpaper.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calc\City



 Vulcan Converter 97, Version 1.2
Author: VulcanSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.vulcansoft.com/
Description: Measurement converter with 15 categories and over 270 different 

measurements. Features auto-calculation when changing the value to be 
converted, saving the results as BMP and TXT files, printing, and displaying the 
results as Windows' wallpaper.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calc\Vconvert

 CALENDAR MAKERS

 Calendar Commander, Version 1.2
Author: Briggs Softworks
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://briggsoft.com/
Description: A versatile calendar design and print program for Windows 95 and NT 

systems. Users can print any of the many calendars included with the program 
or can design their own custom calendars using Calendar Commander's 
powerful script editor. Calendar Commander is not a scheduling program or a 
personal information manager. Its sole purpose is for printing attractive 
calendars in all sizes and styles imaginable.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Calendar\Command

 CLOCKS & ALARMS

 Alarm++, Version 4.90
Author: Perpetual Motion Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.PerpetualMotion.base.org/
Description: This application allows you to set multiple alarms. You can specify if 

you want the alarm to display a message, start an application, open a folder, go
to a Web page, play a sound, or send e-mail (with or without attachments). 
Each alarm can repeat any number of times, from one to infinity and can repeat
at many different intervals: every day, every other week, every second 
Thursday, etc.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\Alarm

 Almanac, Version 3.5e
Author: Impact Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.impactsoft.com/
Description: Almanac can help you stay on top of your world. Whether your 

interests lie around the block or around the globe, support for over 50 world 
time zones will keep you more than up-to-date. You'll be up-to-minute!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\Almanac



 Countdown 98, Version 1.3
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: This program takes up to 25 dates in the past or future and calculates 

the number of years,    months, days, hours, minutes, and seconds. Also the 
total number of hours, minutes,    seconds and weekends are displayed. The 
screen is refreshed each second so you can get    an interesting look at elapsed 
time.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\Countdn

 CT Calendar, Version 2.2
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A small 32-bit desktop calendar with an optional built-in digital clock. 

We have tried to keep it small enough to keep on your desktop, but not so small
that you need a magnifying glass to see it. It has many customizable features 
including color, format (US or European), "always on top," loading position, and 
more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\CTCal

 CT Calendar (Logo Edition), Version 1.5
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A small desktop calendar for Windows 95, which allows you to embed 

your own graphic at the top. This program could thus serve as a desktop 
"business card." Since Windows 95 does not ship with a calendar, we can 
guarantee that it would generate a lot of interest. It's both great advertising 
and great public relations. It has many customizable features including color, 
format (US or European), "always on top," loading position, and more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\CTLogo

 MouseClock, Version 2.0
Author: AMF
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.amfsoftware.com/
Description: Mouse Clock virtually becomes part of your mouse pointer. It stays out 

of the way, while providing you with the current time and free system 
resources. Supports a rate clock so you have all the rate information you need, 
whenever you need it. Works great for tech-support lines, online services, and 
other hourly services. Can stay on top. Fully configurable. 24-hour time 
supported.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2



Directory: \Utility\Clock\Mouse

 Time, Money, and Activities, Version 1.1
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: Did you ever wonder how much total time and money you have spent 

in your lifetime on things such as lunch, coffee, sleeping, reading, recreation, 
sports, watching TV, etc? This program will show you just how much total time 
and money you have been spending on these activities.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Clock\TMA

 COMMAND LINE

 zDEL, Version 3.0
Author: P & J's Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/pjsoftware/index.html
Description: A command line (console) application that deletes files and directories 

based on various criteria.    Intended for "power" users.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\CmdLine\zDEL

 COMMAND SHELLS

 AIM Tools Pro, Version 2.01
Author: Aimsoft Development Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.aimtools.com/
Description: AIM Tools Pro saves you time... time you currently spend repeating the 

same tasks over and over. You can employ AIM Tools Pro as your own "Personal 
Information Operator" that will work for you 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
AIM Tools Pro allows you to work faster and get more done in less time. It 
attaches to your Windows 95 Desktop and serves as a control center for your 
day-to-day tasks and activities. It’s a desktop toolbar and application launcher, 
an event processor and scheduler, plus a universal macro recorder and 
scripting language. AIM Tools Pro was designed to help you be your most 
productive. It’s at your command throughout your operating environment! AIM 
Tools Pro ships with AimBasic, a complete 32-bit cross-application macro 
language. It’s truly a "must have" 32 bit utility.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\AIMTools

 DeskView 32, Version 1.1
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The ultimate Windows 95 desktop viewer. Microsoft left this out of 



Windows 95. Have you ever had several programs running and needed to click 
something on your desktop, but couldn't see your desktop? So you minimize 
each window, find the file, and then maximize each one. Not with DeskView32. 
DeskView is an icon that sits in your system tray. Just click it anytime to bring 
up a pop-up menu with all your desktop files, folders, and shortcuts. Just click 
what you want to launch it! Also links directly to all your drives, and shows you 
the amount of free disk space on each, right on the pop-up menu. Very small, 
fast, and easy to use.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\DeskView

 Elbow Grease for Windows, Version 2.0
Author: AMF
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.amfsoftware.com/
Description: The ultimate easy-to-use Program Manager enhancement. Features 40 

button toolbar with large buttons, resource monitors for memory and disk 
space, clock, perpetual calendar to the year 9000, Appointment book and to-do 
List to schedule events until the year 9000. Drag & Drop File Manager 
Launching, Built-in games like Tic-Tac Toe,    All this in 1.5 inches! Full help 
included.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\Grease

 SmilerShell/95
Author: Bardon Data Systems
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.bardon.com/
Description: SmilerShell/95 is an award-winning Windows 95/NT control center and 

launcher that takes no desktop space. No heavy memory requirements, 
memory/resources monitor, icon-menu "Apps" launcher, alarm clock with 
settable reminder message, and the ultimate Windows command line, which 
features history, search, UNIX-style command completion, 4DOS-like aliases, 
and much more. Its quick directory-change command DC lets you type the first 
few letters of any directory, on any drive, and instantly switch there. And its 
"Sync With Explorer" switch will keep Explorer's current directory synchronized 
with SmilerShell/95. Combine DC+Sync and SmilerShell/95 becomes a "remote 
control" for Explorer...no more tedious clicking through Explorer's left-pane tree!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\Smiler

 The Grouper, Version 2
Author: Galt Technology
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.galttech.com/
Description: The easiest and fastest way to organize and launch your files and 

programs. The Grouper is a small application with three tabs, each holding four 
buttons. Store all your Internet programs in a single button and launch 
simultaneously with a single click. Make your screen saver just a click away, or 
store your five favorite savers in a button and instantly launch any of them. All 
your commonly used files can now be organized in one convenient, small 



location for instant access. Much faster and easier than trying to add new 
groups and files to the Windows 95 Start menu. Includes a handy notepad 
utility.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\Grouper

 What Is This?, Version 1.6
Author: Jimjams
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jimjams.com/index.html
Description: A simple and useful shell extension. It enables you to easily store and 

review file descriptions. The program is easy to use. Simply right-click to 
activate the context menu for a file and then select the What is This? menu 
item. You can do this from Explorer, the desktop, or even from a standard Open 
dialog box. If the selected file has an entry in the What is This? database, then 
you see the associated description.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\What

 Win95 Program Menu, Version 3.0
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: A shell program that allows you to add your most frequently used 

programs and launch them with a single click of the mouse button. Menu 
selections are displayed in alphabetiacal order for easy access. An unlimited 
number of items may be added to the menu. The menu can be used as your 
Windows shell program and minimized when not in use. The Program Manager, 
File Manager, Windows Setup and other essential Windows utilities are hard-
coded as default options in the upper selection box.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Shell\ProgMenu

 COMPRESSION PROGRAMS

 eZip Wizard, Version 2.0
Author: EdiSys Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.edisys.com/
Description: Along with all the wonderful benefits brought by the Internet, there are 

just as many frustrations. With all these hassles, why should you have to 
wrestle with an expensive and complicated ZIP utility? Thanks to eZip Wizard, 
you don't have to. Combining cost-free extraction capabilites, and an easy-to-
use wizard interface, eZip Wizard aims to be the PC solution for today's 
compression needs. eZip's simple interface guides you, step-by-step, through 
creating, updating, and extracting ZIP files. With eZip you're never more than 
three steps away from having extracted, or compacted files.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Compress\eZip



 WinPack32 Deluxe, Version 1.45
Author: RetroSpect Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rdsretrospect.com/
Description: WinPack Deluxe is a full-featured compression management tool. It 

includes support for many different types of compression algorithms, multiple 
disk spanning, and multipart archives.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Compress\WPDeluxe

 WinPack32 Deluxe Pentium Build, Version 1.45
Author: RetroSpect Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.rdsretrospect.com/
Description: WinPack Deluxe is a full-featured compression management tool. It 

includes support for many different types of compression algorithms, multiple 
disk spanning, and multipart archives. The Pentium build is optimized for use on
Pentium machines, although it will still work on 80486 systems.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Compress\WPDPent

 ZipWorks, Version 2.6
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: A full-featured 32-bit ZIP file manipulater for Windows 95. The built-in 

32-bit compression is fully compatible with PKZIP v2.04. With this program you 
can ZIP, UnZip, add comments to your ZIP files, test archive integrity, and 
repair damaged ZIP files. This program can create files across multiple disks, 
and can store directory structure, making it a pretty fair choice for a backup 
utility.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Compress\ZipWorks

 CRYPTOGRAPHY

 Puffer, Version 3.0b
Author: Briggs Softworks
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://briggsoft.com/
Description: Puffer is a general purpose encryption tool for Windows that protects 

your personal and business data from unauthorized access, including your e-
mail correspondence. Use Puffer to securely exchange data over insecure 
channels. Puffer uses state-of-the-art encryption algorithms for maximum 
security.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Crypto\Puffer

 DISK ANALYSIS



 Cygnus Hex Editor, Version 1.50
Author: SoftCircuits Programming
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softcircuits.com/
Description: The Cygnus Hex Editor is a binary file editor that allows you to view 

and edit virtually any file at the byte level. Features include MDI interface, 
multi-level undo & redo, extensive drag & drop support, fast and flexible 
search/search & replace, supports full insert mode, edits files up to available 
virtual memory (up to 2 GB), much more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskA\Cygnus

 Disk Usage, Version 1.21
Author: Markus Seger
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/5806
Description: Disk Usage is a handy utility that shows you at a glance how your hard 

disk space is being used. View how many files and bytes are in each folder, and 
easily sort the display by directory, bytes, and files (in ascending or descending
order). You can even save the view reports as a text file. Let Disk Usage tell you
where all the space hogging files are on your system. This is a great little utility 
that should be on everybody's hard drive.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskA\DiskUse

 eSpace Analyst, Version 1.1
Author: EdiSys Corp.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.edisys.com/
Description: In years past, if you wanted to know how much space a given directory 

was taking up, you had to find all the byte sizes of the files in that directory, its 
subdirectories, and their subdirectories, total them, and then compare that 
number with the size of the hard drive. With eSpace Analyst, it doesn't have to 
be number crunching anymore. Designed exclusively for the Windows 95 and 
NT platforms, eSpace uses an Explorer-like interface to summarize your hard 
drive directory by directory, displaying the data as information rich charts, 
graphs, or directory lists. eSpace offers a unique perspective of your drive, for 
not only can you be told what your hard dive looks like, you can be shown.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskA\eSpace

 Stats 98, Version 1.1
Author: Contact Plus Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.contactplus.com/download.htm
Description: A disk utility that collects numerous disk statistics for Windows 95 

including file types, file ages, age distribution, and file size distribution. Works 
over multiple disk drives. All graphs are 3D.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskA\Stats97



 DISK MANAGEMENT

 Advanced Space Hunter, Version 2.5
Author: Jimjams
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.jimjams.com/index.html
Description: Provides an efficient way to rid your hard disk of clutter. First, it scans 

all selected directories and collects detailed information about the files it finds. 
Then, it sorts the file list by size and checks for any duplicates. The program 
allows you to have complete control of your disk space by revealing duplicate 
files and, if you wish, deleting or archiving one or more of them. Advanced 
Space Hunter also offers a graphical directory explorer in the form of a colorful 
pie chart. This allows you to easily determine the bloated areas of your drives. 
In addition, this helpful system companion can display sublists of entirely 
duplicated directories, a list of zero size files, and a list of temporary files. Hints 
about file management are offered in context. The program is expecially useful 
to get rid of duplicated or unused files like temporary Internet files or to remove
unwanted applications.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskM\Space

 Clone Master, Version 2.19
Author: SoftByte Laboratories
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.softbytelabs.com/
Description: The first truly intelligent and accurate duplicate file finder. It sniffs out 

duplicate files--and not just those with the same name. Clone Master can locate
all files with identical content, regardless of filename, date, time, size, or 
location. You can choose the drives to scan--even network drives--and specify 
zero length, duplicate, and/or same name files. The results of your search 
appear in the main selection window, and Clone Master displays additional 
windows showing zero length files, along with tree views of duplicate and same 
name files, depending on your search parameters. You can then select files to 
delete, automatically sending them to the recycle bin, where they can be 
undeleted should you change your mind. Smart Delete, a special feature that 
makes recommendations for deletions, makes the process even easier.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskM\Clone

 Directory Snoop, Version 2.0
Author: Briggs Softworks
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://briggsoft.com/
Description: A utility program for Windows 95 that allows you to snoop around your 

disk drives and view the names of your "erased" files with the option to purge 
them. Windows 95 does not delete file names when a file is renamed or 
deleted. See what has been left behind on your hard drives. You can also use 
Directory Snoop to view the contents of raw clusters, allowing you to see if your
file wiping programs really work as advertised. Version 1.0 only works with 



FAT12 and FAT16 formatted disk drives.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskM\Snoop

 ErrorScan, Version 2.5
Author: LifeStyle Technologies
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.errorscan.com/
Description: An easy-to-use program which allows you to rid your hard disks and 

removable drives of error files and more, recovering mega-disk space in the 
process. This translates to increased system performance and reliability. Unlike 
traditional uninstall, remove, and sweep-type programs, ErrorScan is a simple 
solution to a common, yet mostly overlooked problem. In addition, ErrorScan 
can help you recover work seemingly lost during an error or crash.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskM\Error

 PrintDir 97, Version 2.0
Author: Jack L. Crump
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Bay/4242/PrintDir97.html
Description: Print Dir 97 is the easiest and fastest way to print directories and 

manage your files and hard drives. It allows you to browse your hard drives, 
select a directory, and save it to file or print it out. It supports long file names, 
file masks, and sorting.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\DiskM\PrintDir

 GENERAL

 BK ReplaceEm, Version 1.7
Author: Bill Klein
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.orbit.org/replace/
Description: A text search-and-replace program. Unlike a typical text editor, BK 

ReplaceEm operates on multiple text files at a time. Set up a list of 
search/replace operations to perform on different sets of files. You can also 
specify a backup file for each file processed; save processed files to specific 
locations, rather than to their original file paths; and import and export a table 
of search/replace text for a particular replace group.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\General\BKRep

 DemoShield, Version 5.3
Author: DemoShield Corporation
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.demoshield.com/
Description: Whether you're in development, marketing and sales, help authoring, 

product management, technical support, training, or any job that requires 



communicating visual information, DemoShield is the interactive authoring tool 
that helps you build, organize, and deliver your CD browsers, tutorials, and 
online interactive content faster and easier.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\General\DemoShld

 Password Memorizer, Version 1.0
Author: The Limit Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.thelimitsoft.com/
Description: Conventional methods of storing your password create too many 

problems. Paper allows others to easily find your passwords, whereas other 
programs fail to encrypt your password in a secure manner. Users need a 
solution, one that has many features, yet is very user friendly. Welcome to 
Password Memorizer! Password Memorizer provides unsurpassed stability. 
Added features such as the "quick jump" button, along with a database system 
allow you to easily add, delete, or modify entries. Password Memorizer utilizes a
strong encryption method to store your passwords, which assures your 
passwords are safe and sound.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\General\Password

 Shutdown 95, Version 1.02
Author: Perpetual Motion Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.PerpetualMotion.base.org/
Description: Lets you shut down Windows 95 just by doubleclicking a shortcut--no 

more fumbling through the Start menu and navigating a dialog box.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\General\Shutdown

 SmartDoc 95, Version 2.1
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: Extract and print Windows Help files. This simple utility allows you take 

a Windows Help file and either extract all the text from it into a plain text file, or
print the whole thing including graphics.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\General\SmartDoc

 LABEL MAKERS

 HP Diskette Label Printer
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: Prints 2 3/4" x 2 3/4" laser/deskjet diskette labels easily and 

attractively with all formatting and font configuration done automatically. Just 



key in the label text and click the print button. If multiple copies of the same 
label are needed, key the text into Label Box #1 and duplicate it up to 8 times 
for the remaining boxes by selecting the duplicate button. The bottom line in 
each box prints using a small 7 point italic font for installation instructions, etc. 
A special option is also available to print 10 lines of text for file lists or other 
specified text.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Label\HPDisk

 Label Printer, Version 1.1
Author: PrimaSoft PC, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.primasoft.com/index.html
Description: A powerful and flexible utility for printing labels. All common Avery 

labels are predefined. Different fonts for the label body, header and footer can 
be selected. Even a logo can be included. Print preview lets you see on-screen 
exactly how labels will look like when printed. Data for labels can be imported 
from standard text files into Label Printer so the users of other PrimaSoft 
products as well as other third party software can export and print labels with 
their data.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Label\Lprint

 Smart 'n Sticky, Version 1.2
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A powerful labeling package for Windows with full OLE client support. 

Similar to a DTP with full WYSYWIG, MDI, undo, mark and revert, cut and paste, 
bitmaps, metafiles, TrueType with rotation and justification, color graphics, 
serial numbers, date and time fields, import from ASCII & DBF files, alignment 
grids and snapping, rulers, and much more.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Label\Smart

 PRINTER UTILITIES

 Windows Envelope Printer
Author: Super Simple Software
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://com.primenet.com/sssware/index.html
Description: A very simple Windows envelope printing program for HP Laserjet or 

Deskjet printers, or printers that emulate HP. Simply key in the address and 
return address values and confirm with the OK button. If you enter a file name, 
the address will be saved to a disk file for easy retreival. The return address is 
also saved to disk, and is retreived each time you launch the program. You are 
able to omit the return address in case you are using return address labels, or 
pre-printed envelopes. A manual feed instruction is sent to the printer, which 
causes the printer to wait for you to insert the envelope, and then print. This is 
convenient for network or other multi-user environments to avoid having 



someone else's document print on your envelope.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Printer\Env

 REGISTRY UTILITIES

 RegChk, Version 1.0.1
Author: Ron Thompson
This is a 32-bit program
Description: If you've installed and uninstalled lots of programs, chances are good 

that your Registry is full of pointers to files and folders that no longer exist on 
your system. This utility scans your Registry for files and directories and checks 
to see if they still exist on your hard drive. A report shows the keys that point to
nothingness. Copy the files to your hard drive before running the program.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Registry\RegChk

 RegView, Version 1.11
Author: Perpetual Motion Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.PerpetualMotion.base.org/
Description: This is an application that runs under Windows 95 and allows you to 

view Registration Entries (.reg) files. You can also choose to merge selected 
keys or branches into the Windows Registry. This tool is primarily for software 
developers and powerusers because it allows you to modify the Windows 
Registry--be extremely cautious when doing this and always make a backup.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Registry\RegView

 SPELL CHECKERS

 Quick Dict, Version 1.3
Author: LeeSoftWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.leesoftware.com/
Description: A pop-up dictionary for Windows 95. Features "sounds like" spell 

checking, as you type spell checking, popup windows, sound alerts, colored 
results, different views and number of results to display, automatic results, drag
and drop operation, and tool tray icon.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Spell\Quick

 Share Spell, Version 2.0
Author: Acropolis Software
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://members.aol.com/Acropsoft/index.html
Description: An ASCII text file spelling checker with features added to make it easy 

to check the spelling of text in the Clipboard.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2



Directory: \Utility\Spell\Share

 SpellAll, Version 1.1
Author: LeeSoftWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.leesoftware.com/
Description: A full-featured spell-checking tool for use with any Windows 95 

application. You can check any window on your screen, and even check spelling 
as you type. Word matching can be done alphabetically or using "sounds like" 
spelling. Drag words from suggested spellings back to your documents to make 
a change. Popup windows and customizable dictionaries make this a must-have
tool.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Spell\SpellAll

 SYSTEM ANALYSIS

 Exe Dependancy Scanner
Author: Eschalon Development, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: Null
Description: Exe Dependancy Scanner (ExeScan) is a unique program that you can 

use to determine the supplemental files required by specific programs on your 
system. Simply start this utility and run the application you wish to check. 
ExeScan checks the applications you select and lists the file dependencies for 
each area of the application.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Sys\ExeScan

 Memory Monitor, Version 1.01
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Real-time graphical display of memory statistics.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Sys\Memory

 Resource Monitor, Version 1.04
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Graphically monitors in real time the percentage of total memory load, 

available physical memory, and available virtual memory. It monitors the 
available disk space graphically. Includes a utility to "water mark" your drive for
notification (audio or visual) when the disk hits the mark.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Sys\Resource



 SmartFont, Version 1.2
Author: Insight Software Solutions, Inc.
This is a 16-bit program
More Information: http://www.smartcode.com/iss
Description: A utility which provides a permanent on-screen display of all the fonts 

installed on your system in a scrollable list, with each font shown using its own 
typeface.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Sys\Font

 System Informant
Author: Oops! Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.oopsware.com/
Description: The System Informant Resource Monitor is a system monitor for 

developers or system administrators that are tracking overall system 
performance while running certain software applications. While other 
developers have created real nice resource monitors, they are typically always 
in the way. The System Informant changes all of that. This resource monitor is 
designed to run either as a Stay On Top caption-less dialog or from the Windows
95 Task Bar where it is out of the way all of the time but still providing you with 
some very necessary information. I also added some other features (simple 
ones but nice) to draw your attention to the monitor when it is in a maximized 
state.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Sys\SysIn

 TEXT EDITORS

 CNotePad, Version 1.2
Author: Cetus Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.cetussoft.com/
Description: An enhanced replacement for the Windows 95 Notepad application 

provided with the Windows 95 operating system. CNotePad provides the basic 
functionality of Notepad, plus it also features a multiple document interface 
(MDI), a spell checking function, and a more complete Help file.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\Cnote

 CWordPad, Version 1.2
Author: Cetus Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.cetussoft.com/
Description: An enhanced implementation of the Windows 95 WordPad application 

provided as an accessory with the Windows 95 operating system. CWordPad 
provides all the functionality of WordPad, plus it also features a spell checking 
function and a more complete Help file.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\Cword



 Easy Edit, Version 1.06
Author: Franklin Development
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.franklindev.com
Description: Easy-to-use text editor with built in HTML functions. Has no file size 

limit, built-in spell checker, multiple document editing, HTML tags with the click 
of a mouse button, and a tool bar. Can also print text into a "booklet" format to 
conserve paper. Handles UNIX file formats without conversion. This program is 
not just a HTML editor, it's a great replacement for Windows Notepad.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\EasyEdit

 EditPartner, Version 3.0
Author: Acropolis Software
Includes both 16- and 32-bit versions
More Information: http://members.aol.com/Acropsoft/index.html
Description: A text editor for Windows intended to be a replacement editor for 

NotePad.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\EditPart

 EoEdit, Version 0.95
Author: EoSoft
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://vtg.org/bsmith/index.shtml
Description: A text editor with the programmer in mind. EoEdit is a simple, fast text 

editor filled with features that programmers need. Features that make EoEdit 
stand out include multiple clipboards, line counting, open multiple files at once, 
custom file extensions and more!

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\EoEdit

 FloppyWord, Version 1.1
Author: Cetus Software, Inc.
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.cetussoft.com/
Description: A floppy-only implementation of the Windows 95 WordPad application 

provided as an accessory with the Windows 95 operating system. FloppyWord 
provides all of the functionality of WordPad, as well as a spell checking function 
and a more complete Help file, but is restricted to use only with document files 
on either the A: or B: drive. FloppyWord will not open files from a hard drive, nor
will it save files to a hard drive. FloppyWord is intended to be used as a 
restrictive replacement for a "normal" word processor (such as WordPad), 
whenever it is desired to restrict guest users of a Windows 95 PC from opening 
files from, or saving files to, a hard drive.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\FlopWord



 NoteBook, Version 5.2
Author: CT Software
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://members.aol.com/ron2222
Description: There is one and only one point to this program--to replace Notepad. 

Notebook is not a word processor. It's sole purpose is to view and edit text files. 
Notebook includes six major features (and several minor ones) which make up 
for Notepad's inadequacies.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\NoteBook

 NotePads+, Version 1.15.00
Author: JSoft Consulting
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://gsanet.com/www/jsoft/
Description: The ultimate replacement for the Windows Notepad. Supports drag and

drop editing. Allows for an unlimited number of text files to be open at the 
same time so cutting and pasting between text files is simplified. Has an 
extensive menu system or use the button bar and hot keys. Maintains a most 
recently used list of favorite text files. Screen position and current font 
information is automatically saved. Automatic backups, button hints and main 
status bar can be enabled. Right-click on your document to use easy editing 
features including the Property information on the file you are presently editing.
Can be set as the default Windows Notepad.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\NotePads

 Scratch Pad, Version 2.2
Author: LeeSoftWare
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.leesoftware.com/
Description: A full featured editor and more for Windows 95. Features auto-capture 

clipboard, stay-on-top behavior, bookmarks, date and time stamping, multiple 
pads, RTF filter, word wrap control, and paragraph formatting.

Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\Scratch

 UltraEdit - British English dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: British English dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you 

install UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEBrit

 UltraEdit - Dutch dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program



More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: Dutch dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEDutch

 UltraEdit - Finnish dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: Finnish dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEFinn

 UltraEdit - French dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: French dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEFrench

 UltraEdit - German dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: German dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEGerman

 UltraEdit - Italian dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: Italian dictionary for use with UltaEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UEItal

 UltraEdit - Spanish dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: Spanish dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.



Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UESpan

 UltraEdit - Swedish dictionary
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: Swedish dictionary for use with UltraEdit 32. Make sure you install 

UltraEdit 32 before installing this dictionary.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UESwed

 UltraEdit 32, Version 5.00a
Author: IDM Computer Services
This is a 32-bit program
More Information: http://www.idmcomp.com/
Description: A full-featured editor that includes spell-checking capabilities. Includes 

the American English dictionary; dictionaries in other languages are available.
Bonus Pack Disc: 2
Directory: \Utility\Text\UltraEdt




